To Our Clients and Friends:

In honor of Data Privacy Day—an international effort to raise awareness and promote privacy and data protection best practices—we offer this sixth edition of Gibson Dunn's Cybersecurity and Data Privacy Outlook and Review. In 2017, companies were again challenged to navigate a constantly evolving landscape of cybersecurity and privacy issues. Last year revealed some of the largest data breaches in history, saw a new administration's shift in priorities regarding cybersecurity, and exposed new challenges posed by increasingly "smart" and connected devices.

Among other key regulatory developments this year, the Trump administration issued an executive order addressing the cybersecurity of federal networks and critical infrastructure. The Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") announced a new Cyber Unit focused on targeting cyber-related misconduct and pursued cases involving novel cyber issues, including insider trading in the wake of a data breach. The Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") remained active in the privacy and cybersecurity space, but indicated a shift of focus to cases involving "substantial consumer injury." The Department of Health and Human Services ("HHS") continued enforcement of regulations under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 ("HIPAA"), announcing several notable settlements. The Federal Communication Commission's ("FCC") role in privacy enforcement was substantially adjusted following the repeal of privacy rules put in place in 2016. And state attorneys general were active at the forefront of concerted efforts to bring enforcement actions and develop privacy and cybersecurity regulations. Indicative of this collaboration, 2017 saw the largest state data breach settlement in history.

Last year also saw frequent data breaches of varying magnitudes. Throughout the year, hackers targeted government agencies and companies in every industry, seeking personally identifiable information ("PII"), customer login information, payment information, and health care information, among others. As litigation—especially class action litigation—quickly followed many of the announced breaches, courts continued to grapple with standing issues in the wake of Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins. New class actions related to connected devices, such as TVs and cars, were also filed in 2017, and 2018 will likely see developments in this arena as more courts begin assessing standing in the context of the Internet of Things.

Overlapping international privacy frameworks also posed significant challenges for U.S. companies in 2017. With the quickly approaching May 2018 deadline for compliance with Europe's General Data Protection Regulation ("GDPR"), companies worked to put in place appropriate policies and other safeguards. Last year also saw many other countries impose new or updated cybersecurity and data privacy regulations.
We cover these topics and many more in this year's Review: (I) U.S. regulation of privacy and data security; (II) civil litigation; (III) international regulation of privacy and data security; and (IV) government data collection and device unlocking. For additional coverage of international developments, please see our separate International Cybersecurity and Data Privacy Outlook and Review.
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I. U.S. Regulation of Privacy and Data Security

Companies doing business in (and with) the United States continue to face a morass when it comes to government regulation of privacy and data security due to the competing and overlapping efforts of myriad federal and state government regulators in this space. Nearly every major federal agency has now weighed in on data security issues in one form or another, as have most states. Below, we cover the most notable enforcement efforts, regulatory guidance, and legislative developments from the past year.

A. Enforcement and Guidance

1. Federal Trade Commission ("FTC")

In 2017, the FTC remained one of the most active and far-reaching government agencies regulating privacy and data security. All told, the FTC announced 12 enforcement actions related to privacy and data security issues, while also making headlines with its related public statements and guidance. We address the most notable enforcement actions and guidance from the FTC below.

a. Data Security and Privacy Enforcement

*Equifax*. In September 2017, the FTC announced it had begun investigating the massive data breach at Equifax Inc., the Atlanta-based consumer credit bureau. \[1\] The week before the announcement, Equifax revealed that in May, hackers had exploited a flaw in the company's website that allowed them to access the account information of up to 143 million customers, including driver's license numbers, addresses, birthdates, and Social Security numbers. This breach represented one of the largest in recent memory and, given the centrality of credit-reporting agencies to activity throughout the economy and the sensitive nature of the information involved, sparked renewed public scrutiny of data security issues. The FTC did not elaborate on the scope of its investigation, but the announcement itself was significant given that the Commission rarely comments on ongoing investigations.

*TaxSlayer*. Further underscoring the FTC's increased attention to companies that store consumer financial data, in August 2017 the Georgia-based online tax preparation service TaxSlayer, LLC, agreed to settle FTC allegations that it allowed hackers to access nearly 9,000 user accounts between October and December 2015. \[2\] The hackers then used this information to fraudulently obtain tax returns. The FTC alleged that TaxSlayer failed to implement adequate security measures, such as requiring strong passwords, providing a clear and conspicuous privacy notice, or conducting risk assessments. As part of the settlement, TaxSlayer agreed to obtain biennial third-party assessments of its compliance with data privacy regulations, but neither confirmed nor denied liability.

*LabMD*. As we highlighted in our 2016 Year-End Update, the now-defunct medical testing laboratory LabMD appealed an FTC order finding that the company failed to reasonably protect its customers' personal information from data breaches and requiring it to establish a comprehensive information
security program to safeguard against such breaches in the future. [3] In 2008, billing information for approximately 9,300 consumers became accessible on a peer-to-peer network, and other personal information for at least 500 consumers ended up in the hands of identity thieves. [4] The FTC's order overturned the initial ruling of its own Administrative Law Judge, which had dismissed the Commission's charges because they failed to show that the company's conduct created a probability of harm. [5] In November 2016, the Eleventh Circuit granted the company's request for a stay pending appeal of the Commission's decision, [6] and this past June the court heard oral argument in the case. The Eleventh Circuit's ruling could significantly reshape the FTC's authority to regulate data privacy harms. At issue in the oral argument was whether the FTC must show proof of actual consumer harm to bring a data security enforcement action under Section 5 of the FTC Act. LabMD argued that the FTC overstepped its enforcement authority because no consumer suffered an actual injury as a result of the company's data breach. The FTC countered that it nevertheless could exercise its enforcement authority under Section 5 because the unauthorized exposure of health care information constitutes a substantial injury under traditional principles of privacy tort law. The panel was expected to issue a ruling in the months after the oral argument, but it has not yet done so.

**D-Link.** In January 2017, the FTC filed suit against the network equipment manufacturer D-Link Corp. over the company's allegedly inadequate security measures in its routers and internet cameras. [7] In its complaint, the FTC alleged that the company's failure to properly secure its routers and cameras left consumers vulnerable to hackers, particularly through their live video and audio feeds. Further, the complaint alleged that the company misled consumers by advertising on its website that its products are "Easy to Secure" and contain "Advanced Network Security." In September, the district court granted in part and denied in part the company's motion to dismiss the FTC's complaint. [8] The district court's ruling may have a dramatic impact on the FTC's ability to bring claims against companies for putting consumers' information at risk. The court found that three of the complaint's six counts were pled inadequately or with insufficient particularity, and gave the FTC until late October to re-plead its claims. Specifically, the court found that, for the three dismissed claims, the FTC failed to adequately plead harm because it relied "solely on the likelihood that [D-Link] put consumers at 'risk' because 'remote attackers could take simple steps, using widely available tools, to locate and exploit defendants' devices, which were widely known to be vulnerable,'" [9] and that this amounts to "a mere possibility of injury at best." [10] D-Link submitted its amended answer on October, and fact discovery is ongoing.

**Vizio.** In February 2017, TV manufacturer Vizio Inc. entered into a settlement with the FTC and the New Jersey Attorney General over allegations that it secretly gathered users' viewing data and shared it with third parties. [11] The settlement is significant given the increasing ubiquity of so-called "smart" devices, from televisions to thermostats to electronic assistants. Specifically, the regulators alleged that beginning in February 2014, Vizio began collecting second-by-second information about the content displayed on its "smart TVs," including content from cable, broadband, set-top boxes, streaming devices, and DVD's. Vizio allegedly appended this information with its users' personal information, such as users' age, sex, income level, marital status, household size, education level, home ownership, and home value. Vizio would then sell this information to third parties. As part of the settlement, Vizio agreed to pay $2.2 million and overhaul its data collection practices, as well as delete data obtained prior to March 1, 2016, and obtain affirmative consent from consumers regarding the company's data collection practices. Notably, Acting Chairwoman Maureen Ohlhausen issued a concurring statement expressing
skepticism that Vizio's conduct caused, or was likely to cause, a substantial injury to consumers. As part of the settlement, Vizio neither admitted nor denied liability.

**Lenovo.** In September 2017, the FTC announced that it had entered into a settlement, along with 32 state Attorneys General, with Lenovo Inc. over allegations that the company preloaded some of its computers with invasive software that compromised consumers' privacy and security. [12] The Commission alleged that, beginning in August 2014, Lenovo began selling laptops in the U.S. with a software program called VisualDiscovery, created by a company called Superfish, Inc., that would access consumers' personal information transmitted via the internet, such as login info for websites, Social Security numbers, medical information, and financial and payment information. The software would then send some of this information to the software company's servers, where the information was allegedly stored insecurely. This settlement is significant given the high value digital companies place on leveraging data regarding consumers' preferences to target their advertisements. As part of the settlement, Lenovo must get consumers' affirmative consent before preinstalling this sort of software; must implement a comprehensive software security program, which is subject to third-party audits for a period of 20 years; and must pay $3.5 million to state regulators. Lenovo neither admitted nor denied liability as part of the settlement.

**b. Data Breach Guidance**

With the arrival of the Trump administration, and 3 open seats on the Commission, companies and commentators have been watching carefully for any signal of whether, and how, the FTC's regulatory focus and enforcement priorities will change in coming years. Several recent statements provide some indication—albeit not definitive answers—about what the future may hold under the Trump administration.

In September, Acting FTC Chairwoman Maureen Ohlhausen said during a speech at the Federal Communications Bar Association that the FTC should focus on "substantial consumer injury" in determining which cases to pursue, rather than "hypothetical" harms. [13] "Government does the most good with the fewest unintended side effects when it focuses on stopping substantial consumer injury instead of expending resources to prevent hypothetical injuries," Ohlhausen said. "So understanding consumer injury in the context of privacy and data security is very important for the commission." [14]

While the FTC thus seems poised to cede some regulatory ground by moving away from regulating speculative harms, Acting Chairwoman Ohlhausen has also signaled that the Commission may adopt a broader definition of what constitutes a "substantial" injury. In a speech at a cybersecurity event at the Georgetown University Law Center in May, Ohlhausen noted that the FTC historically has focused on direct financial harms to consumers, but that this understanding may be too narrow. [15] Health and safety risks, such as those posed by the sharing of real-time and highly accurate location data that may leave consumers vulnerable to stalking, could also constitute a substantial injury, as could the disclosure of sensitive medical information. Whether Joseph J. Simons, whom President Trump in October announced that he intended to nominate to head the FTC, will take positions similar to those of Acting Chairwoman Ohlhausen is yet to be seen.
In her September speech, Ohlhausen announced a December workshop at which the FTC would examine
the consumer harms that stem from informational injury. Leading up to the workshop, a host of pro-
business groups including the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the Association of National Advertisers, and
the Retail Industry Leaders Association, issued public comments urging the Commission to adopt a
regulatory framework designed to regulate actual injuries, rather than conjectural ones. In contrast,
several consumer groups such as the Electronic Privacy Information Center, encouraged the FTC to
focus on the rise in data breaches and the concomitant increased risk of identity theft. The workshop
took place on December 12, but the FTC has not yet announced any shifts in enforcement priorities as a
result.

c. Scope of Authority—Common Carriers

As we mentioned in our last update, in May the Ninth Circuit granted the FTC's petition to rehear en
banc a dispute between the Commission and AT&T over the company's allegedly deceptive "data
throttling." AT&T argued that it was not subject to the FTC's authority because it is a common
carrier, a category that Section 5 of the FTC Act excludes from the FTC's jurisdiction. In August 2016,
a Ninth Circuit panel agreed with AT&T that, because the company engaged in non-common carrier
activities such as providing consumers with mobile data and email services, it fell outside the
Commission's regulatory ambit.

The full Ninth Circuit held oral argument in September but has not yet issued a ruling. An affirmance
could significantly curtail the FTC's jurisdiction.

2. Department of Health and Human Services ("HHS")

The flurry of HHS activity in 2016 related to the protection of patient privacy continued in 2017. As
HHS continued the second-phase of its audit program to assess compliance with patient privacy
provisions of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act ("HIPAA"), HHS also
announced several multimillion-dollar settlements with health care companies for alleged HIPAA
violations.

Matching the largest-ever HIPAA-related settlement, Memorial Healthcare Systems agreed to pay $5.5
million and implement a "robust corrective action plan" to settle claims that its employees had
improperly accessed and disclosed information for over 115,000 patients. HHS alleged that
Memorial Health Care Systems failed to implement and manage user access rights and, despite results
of previous risk analyses, failed to regularly review information system activity by employees and users
at affiliated physician practices on applications that maintain protected information.

HHS also fined Children's Medical Center of Dallas $3.2 million for alleged HIPAA violations after two
data breaches involving lost or stolen devices that contained unencrypted patient medical information.
The investigation by the Office for Civil Rights ("OCR") found that the medical center failed to
implement risk management plans and failed to use encryption on its devices despite previous warnings
to do so.
In addition, St. Luke's Roosevelt Hospital Center Inc. agreed to a settlement and corrective action plan following a complaint alleging that the hospital had faxed sensitive information concerning a patient's HIV status. Although the total settlement amounted only to $387,000, the agreement stemmed from only two disclosures of Protected Health Information ("PHI"), highlighting the potential impact of even seemingly limited events.

HHS also announced several "firsts" in its HIPAA enforcement efforts, including the first enforcement action involving delayed reporting of a patient information breach and the first settlement with a wireless services provider. In the former, Presence Health agreed to pay $475,000 and revise its policies governing the privacy of patient information following allegations that it failed to properly notify more than 800 of its patients within 60 days of discovering that their personal information had been stolen. In the latter, CardioNet, which provides remote mobile monitoring for patients at risk for cardio arrhythmias, agreed to pay $2.5 million and implement a corrective action plan for the alleged disclosure of unsecured electronic protected health information ("ePHI") after an employee's laptop was stolen from a parked vehicle. OCR found that CardioNet had insufficient risk analysis and risk management processes in place at the time of the theft, as well as a lack of final policies and procedures implementing ePHI safeguards and the HIPAA Security Rule.

Closing out the year, HHS OCR announced that 21st Century Oncology, Inc. agreed to pay $2.3 million and adopt a comprehensive corrective action plan to settle alleged violations of the HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules that were uncovered after a hacker gained access to more than 2.2 million patient records, some of which were later sold to undercover agents from the FBI.

Finally, following Acting HHS Secretary Eric Hargan's declaration of the opioid crisis as a public health emergency, HHS issued guidance regarding the circumstances in which health care providers may share a patient's PHI with family members, friends, or legal representatives. Focusing on patients who are in crisis or incapacitated, such as during an opioid overdose, the guidance interprets current HIPAA regulations as allowing health care providers to share information in certain emergency or dangerous situations, including with persons who are in a position to prevent or lessen a serious and imminent threat to a patient's health or safety. The guidance also discusses factors to consider in assessing a patient's decision-making capacity and provides direction on health care providers' ability to share PHI in different situations, including when unable to obtain a patient's consent and after the patient has had an opportunity to object.

3. Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC")

a. Cybersecurity Focus

In 2017, the SEC maintained the previous year's focus on cybersecurity incidents with respect to both its external oversight responsibilities and the internal operations of the agency. Since the issuance of its cybersecurity guidance in 2011, the SEC has continued to emphasize proper communications regarding cybersecurity issues within a company's management as well as proper disclosure of cybersecurity risks by registrants.
The SEC announced in November that it will likely issue new guidance to public companies regarding disclosure and reporting of cybersecurity incidents. [27] Signaling this potential guidance, Acting Enforcement Director Stephanie Avakian stated in April that she could "absolutely" envision circumstances where enforcement would be necessary in light of a company's failure to report cyber incidents and risks. [28] The new guidance may also include provisions encouraging companies to consider how they handle stock sales by corporate insiders around the time of a cybersecurity breach. [29] In November, Director of the SEC's Division of Corporate Finance, William Hinman, stated, "it would be wise for folks to re-examine their insider trading policies." [30]

Two cybersecurity incidents with potential insider trading consequences that may influence the SEC's new guidance were disclosed in the fall of 2017. After Equifax discovered its massive breach in July—but before it was publicly reported in September—Equifax executives sold nearly $2 million in company stock. [31] Once the news of the breach broke, stock prices dropped significantly. [32] While the SEC has not confirmed or denied any SEC investigation of the executives for insider trading, Equifax reported in its third quarter 10-Q that the SEC had subpoenaed the company "regarding trading activities by certain employees in relation to the cybersecurity incident." [33] The second incident occurred this fall when the SEC faced its own cybersecurity threat. On September 20, 2017, as part of its "Statement on Cybersecurity," the SEC disclosed that a 2016 intrusion into EDGAR, the Commission's electronic filing system for public company disclosures, may have allowed hackers to gain access to and trade on the basis of the non-public information exposed. [34] The SEC stated it did not believe the intrusion was the result of a systemic risk or that it led to the exposure of any personally identifiable information. [35] Days after the statement, the SEC announced the establishment of a Cyber Unit to "focus on targeting cyber-related misconduct." [36]

b. Cyber Unit's First Charges

On December 4, 2017, the SEC announced the first charges filed by the newly established Cyber Unit. [37] The SEC's complaint alleges that Dominic Lacroix and his company, PlexCorp, operated an Initial Coin Offering ("ICO") fraud that raised over $15 million from investors by selling a security called PlexCoin, a cryptocurrency, and promising a 1,354 percent profit in less than one month. [38] The charges filed against PlexCorp, Lacroix, and his partner Sabrina Paradis-Royer [39] include violations of the anti-fraud provisions contained in Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5, Section 17(a) of the Securities Act, as well as registration provisions in Sections 5(a) and 5(c) of the Securities Act. [40] The district court issued an emergency order freezing the assets of the company and the executives charged, and the SEC is seeking permanent injunctions and disgorgement plus interest and penalties. The SEC is also seeking a Final Judgment prohibiting the two executives from offering digital securities in the future. [41]
4. Federal Communications Commission ("FCC")

a. FCC Rulemaking

i. FCC Privacy Regulations for Broadband Providers Repealed

On April 3, 2017, President Trump signed a resolution repealing FCC privacy rules adopted in the prior year. [42] In 2016, the FCC adopted sweeping new regulations governing the ways in which providers of broadband Internet access service use and share their customers' personal information. [43] There were three key components to the regulations for broadband providers: (1) notice to consumers of data collection and use policies; (2) an opt-out provision for "non-sensitive" information used or shared by the providers and a requirement to obtain affirmative opt-in consent before they can use or share "sensitive" customer data; and (3) more stringent and specific requirements for notification of any data breaches. The resolution was passed under the Congressional Review Act, which allows Congress to repeal agency rules through simple majority votes.

ii. FCC Approves Next-Gen Broadcasting Technology

On November 16, 2017, the FCC voted 3-2 to permit the use of a new broadcast transmission standard, known as ATSC 3.0 or Next Gen TV. This new broadcast standard will allow more precise geolocating of television signals, ultra-high definition picture quality, more interactive programming, and localized safety warnings that have the ability to turn on televisions as necessary to transmit emergency broadcasts. [44] Privacy advocates argue that ATSC 3.0 allows broadcasters to collect data on viewing habits, spurring user-targeted ads similar to those on the Internet. During a House Communications Subcommittee FCC oversight hearing in November, Representative Debbie Dingell requested that the FCC address the types of information broadcasters will be able to collect from consumers and how it will be handled and protected. [45]

b. Cell Phone Cybersecurity

On August 24, 2017, the FCC's Public Safety and Homeland Security Bureau released Public Notice DA 17-799. This Notice was a result of Congress asking the FCC to tackle "fundamental security threats" to cell phones, since Congress felt current oversight by police and private entities "neither adequately addressed these serious cybersecurity vulnerabilities nor warned its customers about the risks they face." The Notice encourages communications service providers to implement recommended security countermeasures to prevent exploitation of carrier Signaling System 7 ("SS7") network infrastructure. [46] According to the Notice, security vulnerabilities present within SS7 networks allow attackers to obtain subscriber information, eavesdrop on subscriber traffic, engage in financial theft, and conduct denial-of-service attacks. The March 2017 recommendations for best practices to reduce SS7 security risks include: (1) awareness and protection, which covers the set of industry recommendations that advocate increased awareness of SS7 signaling and protective measures that can be deployed by telecommunication service providers; and (2) security best practices, which covers the set of industry recommendations that deal with best security best practices for SS7 communications.
c. FCC Settlements / Enforcement

i. $100M Settlement for Squatting on Spectrum Licenses

On January 12, 2017, a wireless spectrum trading company settled a dispute with the FCC over allegations it lied about its buildout of wireless infrastructure for $100 million and possible divestment from its spectrum licenses. [47] Because wireless spectrum is a scarce public resource, the FCC requires companies that license spectrum to put it to good use. In 2013 and 2014, the spectrum company received licenses in the 28GHz and 39GHz bands, which are identified for use in the next generation of cellular network, on the condition that it use them to provide services. [48] A November 2015 anonymous report alleged that the company never built several of the 39GHz systems it had told the FCC were completed. [49] As part of the settlement, the company agreed to pay a $100 million civil penalty, to surrender its licenses in the 39GHz spectrum, and to sell the remainder of its license portfolio.

ii. Robocall Fines

On June 22, 2017, FCC Chairman Ajit Pai stated that robocalls were the Commission's top enforcement priority. [50] That same day, the FCC voted to fine a Miami man a record-breaking $120 million for allegedly making 96 million spoofed robocalls to consumers in three months in violation of the Truth in Caller ID Act. [51] Spoofing refers to deliberately falsifying caller ID information to disguise an identity with the intent to harm or defraud consumers, or wrongfully obtain anything of value. The calls—which appeared to come from local numbers—purported to offer vacation deals from major companies like TripAdvisor, Expedia, and others. Consumers who "pressed 1" were transferred to foreign call centers where operators attempted to sell them timeshares. TripAdvisor alerted the FCC to the robocalls after fielding complaints from its customers. In July and August, the FCC levied fines of nearly $3 million and $82 million against other companies for unsolicited robocalls, the magnitude of the latter due in part to the targeting of vulnerable consumers, including the elderly, the infirm, and low income families. [52]

5. Consumer Financial Protection Bureau ("CFPB")

The CFPB was not particularly active in the area of data privacy and security in 2017. However, on October 18, 2017, the CFPB announced a series of non-binding Consumer Protection Principles to address the developing market for financial "aggregation services." [53] Such companies offer a broad range of products and services that are developed using consumer-provided financial data. This data is collected and aggregated by financial services companies, "fintech" firms, and other companies. The services offered range from the provision of financial advice to the facilitation of underwriting or fraud screening. The release of the Principles followed a November 2016 Request for Information to stakeholders in the "aggregation services" market. The Principles, intended to protect consumers who authorize third parties to collect their financial data to provide these services, are not intended to alter or interfere with the scope of existing consumer protections in this market. The CFPB simultaneously released a summary of the stakeholder insights underlying the development of the Principles. [54] The CFPB identified the following nine principles that providers of "aggregation services" should follow, all of which are anchored by the core belief that users should retain control over their information: [55]
Access: Users should be able to request and obtain information about their ownership or use of a financial product or service from the provider.

Data Scope and Usability: The scope of financial data subject to consumer and consumer-authorized access includes, but is not limited to, information about any transaction and the terms of an account. Information should be made available in a usable format for consumers and consumer-authorized third parties.

Control and Informed Consent: Consumers should be entitled to a full and effective disclosure of the authorized terms of access, storage, use and disposal of information. Consumers should also be able to readily revoke authorization to access, use or store their data.

Authorizing Payments: A user's consent to the access of data does not constitute consent for payment authorization. Providers may request both types of authorization from a consumer requesting its services.

Security: Consumer data must be maintained securely. Parties with access to data must have adequate processes in place to protect against and effectively respond to data breaches.

Access Transparency: Users should be able to obtain information regarding the uses to which their information will be put and the parties to which it will be provided.

Accuracy: Consumer data gathered by "aggregation services" must be accurate and up-to-date.

Ability to Dispute and Resolve Unauthorized Access: Users should have the ability to dispute and resolve incidents involving unauthorized access and data sharing.

Efficient and Effective Accountability Mechanisms: Commercial participants should be incentivized to protect consumer-provided data, but also must be held responsible for any risks they introduce to consumers.

The agency emphasized that the Principles do not "establish binding requirements or obligations relevant to the Consumer Bureau's exercise of its rulemaking, supervisory, or enforcement authority." [56] Nor are they intended to "provide guidance on existing statutes and regulations that apply in this market." [57] Nevertheless, the CFPB stated that the Principles "express the Bureau's vision for realizing a robust, safe, and workable data aggregation market" and suggested that the Bureau "will continue to monitor closely developments in this market." [58] Thus, it is possible that as "aggregation services" and "fintech" firms become increasingly prevalent, the CFPB will become more involved with the regulation of data privacy-related issues.

6. State Attorneys General

State attorneys general play a key role in data privacy and security matters. During the past year, state attorneys general were at the forefront of concerted efforts to bring enforcement actions and develop privacy and cybersecurity regulations.
a. Collaboration Among Attorneys General

During the past year, states increasingly coordinated their enforcement efforts with each other and with other government agencies to settle multi-state litigations involving mega-data breach cases. In May 2017, the Target Corporation ("Target") reached an $18.5 million settlement—the largest state data breach settlement in history—with 47 states and the District of Columbia. The settlement brought an end to investigations jointly led by state attorneys general into Target's November 2013 data breach involving unauthorized access to portions of Target's computer systems that process payment card transactions at Target's retail stores and to portions that store Target customer contact information. Under the terms of the agreement, Target will be required to develop, implement, and maintain a comprehensive information security program, to hire a third party to conduct a security assessment, and implement additional administrative safeguards to further strengthen the company's data security. In August 2017, 33 state attorneys general reached a $5.5 million multi-state settlement with Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company ("Nationwide") and its wholly owned subsidiary Allied Property & Casualty Insurance Company ("Allied") over a 2012 data breach. The personal information of 1.27 million people was stolen when hackers exploited a vulnerability in Nationwide/Allied's web application hosting software—a vulnerability that allegedly could have been remedied with a previously available software patch that Nationwide/Allied had failed to apply.

In August 2017, 33 state attorneys general reached a $5.5 million multi-state settlement with Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company ("Nationwide") and its wholly owned subsidiary Allied Property & Casualty Insurance Company ("Allied") over a 2012 data breach. The personal information of 1.27 million people was stolen when hackers exploited a vulnerability in Nationwide/Allied's web application hosting software—a vulnerability that allegedly could have been remedied with a previously available software patch that Nationwide/Allied had failed to apply. 

As described more fully above, in September 2017 Lenovo reached a $3.5 million multi-state settlement to resolve charges brought by 32 state attorneys general and the FTC. Of the 23 states involved in the settlement, California received the largest share, amounting to $389,204, based largely on its size and leadership role in the investigation.

Following the public announcement of the Equifax breach in September, Massachusetts became the first state to sue Equifax, claiming that Equifax failed to maintain the appropriate safeguards to protect consumer data, despite being aware of the vulnerabilities in its system for months. On November 30, 2017, the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation held a hearing on the pending motion to consolidate and transfer the numerous cases filed (and cases to be filed in the future) against Equifax to the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Georgia, near the company's headquarters in Atlanta.

b. Developments Within States

The California Attorney General settled a number of data breach and consumer protection cases. On November 22, 2017, the Attorney General settled a case with Cottage Health System ("Cottage Health") and its affiliated hospitals to resolve allegations resulting from two separate and unrelated data breach incidents in 2013 and 2015. The Attorney General alleged that Cottage Health failed to implement basic, reasonable safeguards to protect personal medical information, in violation of California's Confidentiality of Medical Information Act, Unfair Competition Law, and HIPAA. Under the terms of the settlement, Cottage Health agreed to update its security measures and pay a $2 million penalty. Cottage Health was also required to hire a data privacy security officer to ensure it
develops and follows appropriate procedures, as well as to begin completing annual privacy risk assessments. [70]

The New York Attorney General's Office remained active in combatting violations of data security. On October 31, 2017, the New York Attorney General, along with the Vermont Attorney General, reached a $700,000 settlement with Hilton Domestic Operating Company, Inc., formerly known as Hilton Worldwide, Inc. ("Hilton") as a result of two separate data security incidents in 2015 which exposed credit card numbers. [71] The investigation allegedly revealed that Hilton did not adequately protect consumers' information and failed to provide timely notice of the breach, as New York General Business Law § 899-aa(2) requires notice to customers in the "most expedient time possible and without unreasonable delay." [72] The reached settlement, among other things, requires Hilton to maintain a comprehensive information security program designed to protect consumer cardholder data and to conduct annual data security assessments.

As noted earlier, on February 6, 2017 the New Jersey Attorney General reached a settlement agreement with Vizio, Inc., a smart TV maker, for alleged violations of consumer protection laws by collecting and sharing data on the viewing habits of its smart TV users without their consent. [73] Vizio agreed to pay $2.2 million and to change its data collection practices to resolve allegations, ending parallel investigations conducted by the Attorney General and the FTC. [74] The state obtained $1 million and the FTC obtained $1.5 million in the settlement. [75]

The Washington Attorney General released its second edition of the Annual Data Breach Report, containing a summary of the data collected from the data breach notifications required by Washington's notification laws. [76] Since the 2015 amendment to Washington's data breach laws, the Attorney General has actively enforced compliance with the state's notification regulations.

7. New York Department of Financial Services ("NYDFS")

In 2017, New York's Department of Financial Services ("NYDFS") adopted groundbreaking regulations that broadly regulate cybersecurity within the financial services industry. NYDFS is the New York state regulator of financial services licensed in the state and thus supervises many large banks and insurance companies. Effective March 1, 2017, the NYDFS regulations require banks, insurance companies, and other financial services institutions subject to regulation by the NYDFS to establish and maintain a comprehensive cybersecurity program. [77] "Covered Entities" are required, among other things, to perform a risk assessment to assess their cyber risks, implement a written cybersecurity policy, and maintain a comprehensive cybersecurity program. [78] While some security measures were mandated by August 28, 2017, others are mandated by September 3, 2018, with a final compliance date of March 1, 2019. [79]

The final regulations, codified in 23 NYCRR Part 500, are largely the same as the proposed rules discussed in last year's 2016 Year-End Update, but differ in the following key ways:

- Cybersecurity programs must be based on the risk assessment performed by each Covered Entity.
- Risk assessments must be performed "periodically" instead of "annually."
The company's cybersecurity plan can be reviewed by either a senior officer or the board of directors, but does not need to be reviewed by both.

Covered Entities must hold records, schedules, and data supporting the certificate of compliance for five years, and make this documentation of compliance available to NYDFS upon request. However, the record retention for audit trails designed to detect and respond to cybersecurity events is limited to three years.

There is a limited small business exemption for Covered Entities that have fewer than ten New York employees and less than $5 million in gross annual revenue or under $10 million in year-end total assets.

The Chief Information Security Officer ("CISO") does not need to be an internal employee, but instead can be employed by the Covered Entity, one of its affiliates or a third-party service provider.

Companies do not need to encrypt nonpublic information in transit over external networks if doing so is "infeasible." Instead, they may secure the information using "alternative compensating controls reviewed and approved" by the CISO. [80]

This fall, Governor Cuomo directed the NYDFS to extend the regulations to credit bureaus, expanding the reach of both the rules and the NYDFS itself, which had not previously had oversight over credit reporting agencies. Under the proposed regulation, all consumer credit reporting bureaus that operate in New York must register with the NYDFS annually, beginning on or before February 1, 2018. The compliance schedule will begin on April 4, 2018. [81]

8. Trump Administration Actions

a. Presidential Executive Order

On May 11, 2017, President Trump issued an executive order entitled "Strengthening the Cybersecurity of Federal Networks and Critical Infrastructure," which lays out the administration's priorities in three areas of focus: (1) cybersecurity of federal networks, (2) cybersecurity of critical infrastructure, and (3) cybersecurity of the nation. [82] The order directed a thoroughgoing review of existing policies regarding cybersecurity in a variety of different sectors.

For cybersecurity of federal networks, the Executive Order stated that the President would hold agency heads accountable for managing the cybersecurity risks to their agencies, and directed them to use The Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity, developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, to manage cybersecurity risk. [83] The Executive Order also directed the agency heads to submit a risk management report to Homeland Security and the Office of Management and Budget ("OMB") within 90 days, outlining their existing risk mitigation strategies and each agency's action plan to implement the Framework, and then contemplated that the Director of the OMB would submit its own determination to the President within 60 days. [84]
The Executive Order also articulated the administration's policy to "build and maintain a modern, secure, and more resilient executive branch IT architecture," directing the Director of the American Technology Council—created by the President on May 1, 2017—to coordinate a report on the feasibility of transitioning all agencies to "one or more consolidated network architectures" or to "shared IT services." [85] The American Technology Council issued a detailed report to the President on federal IT modernization in the fall of 2017, and delivered the final Federal IT Modernization report on December 13, 2017. [86]

**For cybersecurity of critical infrastructure**, the Executive Order stated the administration's policy to "support the cybersecurity risk management efforts of the owners and operators" of critical infrastructure. [87] First, it directed the Secretary of Homeland Security to coordinate with other senior administration officials to identify the greatest risk of attacks to infrastructure that could result in widespread effects on public health, economic security or national security, and to deliver a report setting forth its findings and recommendations within 180 days. [88] Second, it directed the Secretary of Homeland Security to work with the Secretary of Commerce to determine whether existing federal policy sufficiently promotes "market transparency of cybersecurity risk management practices." [89] Third, it directed the Secretary of Homeland Security with the Secretary of Commerce to work together with "appropriate stakeholders to improve the resilience of the internet and communications ecosystem" to "threats perpetrated by automated and distributed attacks (e.g., botnets)." [90] In response to the Executive Order, on January 5, 2018, both agencies released for public comment a report on enhancing the resilience of the Internet and communications ecosystem against botnets and other automated, distributed threats. [91] Fourth, it directed the Secretary of Energy and the Secretary of Homeland Security to coordinate with state and local governments to prepare an assessment of the Nation's vulnerability to prolonged power outages resulting from cyber incidents. [92] Fifth, it directed the Secretary of Defense, again in coordination with the Department of Homeland Security, to prepare an assessment of the risks facing the defense industry. [93]

**For cybersecurity for the nation**, the Order states the administration's policy to ensure that the internet "remains valuable for future generations." [94] First, the Order directs various agencies to prepare a report to the President "on the Nation's strategic options for deterring adversaries and better protecting the American people from cyber threats." [95] Second, the Order directs agency heads to prepare a report on the agencies' "international cybersecurity priorities" to the Secretary of State, who would then prepare a report "documenting an engagement strategy for international cooperation in cybersecurity." [96] Finally, the Order solicits three different reports in the area of "workforce development," focused on the education and development of an American cybersecurity workforce, on the United States' competitiveness with peer programs in other countries, and on the United States' national-security-related cyber capabilities. [97]

Although the release of the Executive Order was met with praise across party lines, critics in the months since it was released have noted gaps in its implementation. To date, it is unclear which federal agencies have complied with the review process set forth in the Executive Order, and in September 2017, a commentator observed that "the goal of a speedy review process . . . had not materialized." [98] The administration has seen some turnover in cybersecurity-related posts. [99] In December 2017, the
administration affirmed that cybersecurity remained a key priority and suggested that it would build on the Executive Order by releasing a new strategy for cybersecurity. \[100\]

b. **Release of the Vulnerabilities Equities Process ("VEP")**

On November 15, 2017, the Trump administration publicly disclosed the Vulnerabilities Equities Process ("VEP"), a set of guidelines used by government agencies and departments to determine when to inform market actors of security vulnerabilities in their software and hardware. \[101\] The unclassified document states that the purpose of the VEP is to "balance[] whether to disseminate vulnerability information to the vendor/supplier in the expectation that it will be patched, or to temporarily restrict the knowledge . . . for national security and law enforcement." \[102\] The VEP describes an Equities Review Board for interagency deliberation, consisting of representatives from several government agencies, with the National Security Agency ("NSA") serving as the VEP Executive Secretariat. \[103\] Generally, an agency that learns of a vulnerability will submit information regarding the vulnerability, together with a recommendation whether to disseminate or restrict the vulnerability, to the VEP Executive Secretariat once the vulnerability reaches a certain threshold. \[104\] The VEP Executive Secretariat then notifies points of contacts at relevant agencies. Interested agencies then state whether they concur with the recommendation to disseminate or restrict the vulnerability. \[105\] The VEP states that the purpose of distributing information is to obtain a consensus regarding dissemination or restriction, but also provides procedures for resolving contested preliminary determinations. \[106\] The VEP outlines the considerations that bear on determining whether to disseminate or restrict information regarding a vulnerability. \[107\]

**B. Legislative Developments**

1. **Federal Developments**

Last year did not see much congressional legislation in the area of cybersecurity. The most significant piece of privacy legislation to reach President Trump's desk was not new legislation, but a repeal of FCC broadband provider privacy rules that were set to take effect at the end of 2017. In addition to rolling back the FCC broadband rules, Congress also took steps toward addressing foreign surveillance, cybersecurity, and data breach notification, but as of the date of this review, few of those bills have yet to become law.

   a. **Repeal of Broadband Privacy Rules**

In March 2017, both the House and Senate passed resolutions under the Congressional Review Act to repeal FCC broadband privacy rules that were set to take effect at the end of 2017. Entitled "Protecting the Privacy of Customers of Broadband and Other Telecommunication Services," 81 Fed. Reg. 87274 (December 2, 2016), the rules would have imposed certain privacy regulations on internet service providers ("ISPs"), such as requiring them to provide adequate privacy notices and comply with data breach notification requirements. The most controversial of these rules was the requirement that ISPs obtain consumers' opt-in consent before sharing consumer information (such as browsing history) with third parties, as certain commentators argued that the proposed rules placed ISPs at a disadvantage when compared to other online companies such as Google and Facebook. \[108\] FCC Chairman Ajit Pai stated...
his support for the repeal in part on the belief that the rules "were designed to benefit one group of favored companies." Chairman Pai's announcement also indicated that the FCC will "be working with the FTC to restore its authority to police internet service providers' privacy practices," and to "end the uncertainty and confusion that was created in 2015 when the FCC intruded in this space." On April 3, 2017, President Trump signed the repeal into law.

b. Foreign Surveillance

With Section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act ("FISA") initially set to expire at the end of 2017, there has been significant debate over the appropriate scope of the U.S. government's foreign surveillance powers. Section 702 allows the U.S. government to gather foreign intelligence information without a warrant, subject to certain restrictions. Even before legislation on this topic was introduced, government and industry groups began advocating for their respective positions. For example, on April 18, 2017, the Office of the Director of National Intelligence released a report supporting a reauthorization of Section 702, including controversial aspects such as "upstream" collection whereby the "NSA obtains communications directly from the Internet backbone, with the compelled assistance of companies that maintain those networks." With the deadline for reauthorization approaching, the House Judiciary Committee introduced the FISA Amendments Reauthorization Act of 2017 to renew Section 702 for four years while making "key reforms" to the program to "strengthen privacy protections for Americans." The Senate Intelligence Committee also advanced a reauthorization bill. The White House and Congress subsequently pushed the deadline for reauthorization from December 31, 2017 forward to January 19, 2018. On January 11, 2018, the House of Representatives voted to extend Section 702 for six years with minimal changes, rejecting a push by a bipartisan group of lawmakers to impose privacy limits on the U.S. government's ability to gather emails and other personal communications. The Senate approved the FISA reauthorization bill on January 18, 2018, and President Trump signed the bill into law on January 19, 2018. FISA is now set to expire in December 2023.

c. Email Collection by Law Enforcement

Congress continues to introduce legislation to reform the Electronic Communications Privacy Act ("ECPA"), but has yet to finalize a bill for the President's signature. ECPA addresses, among other issues, procedures for law enforcement to obtain stored electronic communications. For example, ECPA currently requires only a subpoena for the U.S. government to collect emails over 180 days old, while emails under 180 days old require a warrant. In February 2017, the House unanimously passed a bill called the Email Privacy Act to reform ECPA. Among other changes, the House bill would require a warrant to obtain emails over 180 days old. In July 2017, Senators Patrick Leahy and Mike Lee proposed the ECPA Modernization Act, a Senate version of ECPA reform. The ECPA Modernization Act marks the third time in five years that the bipartisan team has attempted to reform the ECPA. The bill currently languishes in the Senate.
d. Cybersecurity and Data Breach Notification

In 2016 the House and Senate each passed legislation related to cybersecurity without finalizing any bills to be signed into law. This past year, Congress similarly attempted to address cybersecurity measures with limited success in enacting new law. For example, on May 16, 2017, the House overwhelmingly passed the Strengthening State and Local Cyber Crime Fighting Act of 2017, which formalizes the Secret Service's National Computer Forensic Institute as the entity responsible for coordinating investigations into cyberattacks and other computer hacking, as well as providing training to state and local agencies on dealing with cybercrimes. [126] After the Senate passed a version of the same bill, President Trump signed the bill into law on November 2, 2017. [127]

Following the Equifax data breach, the Senate and House have been considering the Consumer Privacy Protection Act of 2017. [128] The bill requires that companies report data breaches "as expeditiously as possible" or face civil penalties. Congress has previously considered similar bills, however, without adopting a nationwide data breach notification standard. [129] Thus data breach notification requirements continue to vary among the 48 states that have adopted laws on the subject. [130]

2. State Developments

In 2017, at least 42 states introduced over 240 bills related to cybersecurity and data privacy. [131] Key areas of legislative activity include ISP data collection and tracking, data breach notification, cybersecurity committees, computer crimes, employee monitoring notice, and cybersecurity training.

a. ISP Data Collection and Tracking

A number of states introduced legislation requiring ISPs to obtain consumer consent before gathering and sharing online data with third parties. This flurry of legislative activity comes on the heels of Congress's rollback of FCC regulations that were poised to expand online privacy rules and to require ISPs to notify customers before selling data to a third party. [132] While only Nevada and Minnesota have actually passed privacy laws protecting consumers' data privacy in the wake of the now-repealed FCC regulations, nearly 30 other states have introduced similar legislation. Both Nevada's and Minnesota's legislation prohibit disclosure of personal identifying information to third parties. Beyond personal identifying information, Minnesota's legislation also requires ISPs to obtain permission before disclosing subscribers' online usage and browser history. Common features across other state bills include requiring consent before collecting customers' personal identifying information, specifying the form of ISP data collection notice, and prohibiting discounts for customers who consent to their personal identifying information being shared with third parties. In California, a recent ballot initiative would impose even greater restrictions, by requiring medium and large-sized businesses and ISPs to compile and maintain detailed records of disclosed consumer information and requiring ISPs to maintain the same level of service for all customers—regardless of whether they opt out of information-sharing. [133] Beyond these common features, all of the proposed legislation in this area varies as to the liability extended beyond ISPs, including website operators, as well as the form of consent that must be given before gathering and sharing consumer data.
b. **Data Breach Notification**

Forty-eight states—and the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands—have now passed legislation requiring both private companies and government entities to notify individuals regarding security breaches of personal identifying information. Alabama and South Dakota are the only two exceptions. Since our last update, New Mexico passed legislation on April 6, 2017, effective June 16, 2017, requiring notification upon the unauthorized acquisition of personal identifying information. Delaware took legislative action to expand its definition of "personal identifying information," to include, in addition to the usual triggers like passport numbers and state identification card numbers, health insurance policy numbers or other health insurance identifiers, medical history or diagnosis information, and DNA profiles.
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c. **Cybersecurity Committees**

Another trend in 2017 was the continued establishment of state committees on cybersecurity. Four states—Georgia, Massachusetts, North Carolina, and Pennsylvania—introduced bills to form cybersecurity committees to study and improve cybersecurity preparedness and enhance state-wide responses to security threats. Illinois introduced legislation that would form an International Cybersecurity Task Force to review reports from the Department of Homeland Security and the FBI on "Russian Malicious Cyber Activity" and develop strategies to implement or reject the recommendations espoused by those reports. Puerto Rico also enacted legislation directing the Senate and House Committees on Public Safety to research computer security with an eye towards understanding how new technologies might help ensure the proper handling of confidential information.
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d. **Computer Crimes**

In 2017, states continued to pass legislation to target computer crimes, with increased penalties for such offenses. For example, Connecticut passed legislation establishing the crime of computer extortion by the use of ransomware as a felony. This bill was introduced after the WannaCry attack, in which a ransomware worm targeted Microsoft Windows, disrupting the normal functions of numerous organizations, including hospitals, ambulances, health clinics, shipping companies, and schools. Connecticut's legislature framed the bill as a preventative measure to protect against and deter similar cyberattacks. Wyoming passed legislation to create the criminal offense of computer extortion, a felony punishable by a prison term of up to ten years and a fine of $10,000, and to expand the computer crimes to be investigated by Wyoming's division of criminal investigation. A number of other states also introduced legislation concerning computer crimes that remains pending. For example, New Jersey introduced a bill that clarifies the scope of the crime of unlawful access to password-protected communications—limiting it to access that is "knowingly" without authorization—and provides for imprisonment terms of up to 18 months for the most serious version of this offense. New York also introduced bills to provide for the calculation of damages caused by computer tampering, requiring that cyber terrorism be classified as a Class B felony and increasing penalties for crimes involving the use of personal information, fraud, tampering, theft, and use of a computer to commit crimes.
e. Notice of Monitoring Employee Communications and Internet Access

In 2017, a handful of states introduced legislation requiring private or government employers to notify employees before monitoring employees' email communications or Internet access and browsing histories. Specifically, Colorado and Tennessee passed legislation providing that government entities operating electronic mail communications systems must adopt written policies on monitoring activities that specify when employee correspondence may be considered a public record. [143] Connecticut and Delaware now require private and public employers to give notice to employees before monitoring employee email communications or Internet usage behavior. [144] The ramifications of non-compliance for Connecticut employers are civil penalties of $500 for the first offense, $1,000 for the second offense, and $3,000 for each subsequent offense. [145] The ramifications of non-compliance for Delaware employers are civil penalties of $100 per violation. [146]

f. Cybersecurity Training

This year, several states introduced legislation to improve state employee cybersecurity training. Illinois passed a bill that requires state employees to participate in annual training by the Department of Innovation and Technology to enhance cybersecurity preparedness. [147] New Jersey and Oregon introduced similar bills. [148] Relatedly, California introduced legislation that would direct the Regents of the University of California and other higher education institutions to evaluate their cybersecurity education and training programs to ensure that "the state is meeting the workforce needs of the cybersecurity industry." [149]

II. Civil Litigation

Privacy-related civil litigation was again prevalent in 2017, which witnessed one of the largest private data breaches in history. Numerous data breaches announced in 2017 led to civil actions, including actions on behalf of government entities. Courts grappled with issues related to standing post-Spokeo, approved settlements of numerous class action suits, and presided over shareholder derivative suits alleging that directors and officers breached their fiduciary duties in overseeing corporate cybersecurity.

In addition to breach-related litigation, plaintiffs filed multiple class action lawsuits alleging that technology companies violated state and federal laws by scanning user emails for targeted advertising and other business purposes. Last year also continued the recent trend of civil and criminal cases being brought against both businesses and individuals for recording phone calls without the requisite consent and against companies for violating the Telephone Consumer Protection Act ("TCPA") and the Video Privacy Protection Act ("VPPA"). Additionally, there was an increase in regulatory guidance and regulatory and private actions related to the "Internet of Things," i.e., smart and connected devices.

A. Standing After Spokeo

1. Background

In 2017, litigation over standing often predominated in data privacy actions as a result of the Supreme Court's 2016 decision in Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins. [150] As discussed further in our 2016 Year-End
Update, the Supreme Court held in *Spokeo* that "a bare procedural violation" of a statute without a resulting "concrete" injury does not satisfy the "injury-in-fact" requirement of Article III standing. The Court emphasized that "Article III standing requires a concrete injury even in the context of a statutory violation."   

We thus observed last year that, on its face, *Spokeo* seemed poised to favor defendants in data privacy litigation, but noted that lower courts' subsequent interpretation and application of *Spokeo* had been decidedly mixed. That trend continued in 2017, as appellate courts continued to split on the question of whether the risk of future identity theft stemming from data breaches that resulted in stolen personal information is enough to confer standing without present injury. Further, while courts continued to favor plaintiffs in cases brought under the Video Privacy Protection Act ("VPPA") and the Telephone Consumer Protection Act ("TCPA") in 2017, they often ruled for defendants on standing challenges in lawsuits concerning unlawful data retention.

2. *Post-Spokeo* Standing Decisions in Privacy Cases

a. Data Breach

Last year, the circuit courts diverged on the question of whether plaintiffs have standing to sue based on the possibility that they may become victims of identity theft following a data breach.

For example, in January 2017, the Third Circuit reversed a district court dismissal, finding that a putative class of customers sufficiently pled standing in a Fair Credit Reporting Act ("FCRA") case based on allegations that the defendant inadequately protected personal information stolen from that company. The court agreed with the plaintiffs that the purported "violation of their statutory right to have their personal information secured against unauthorized disclosure constitute[d], in and of itself, an injury in fact," and that establishing standing did not require additional "specific harm," such as economic damages. It further emphasized that the wrongful "dissemination of [the plaintiffs'] own private information" was "the very injury that FCRA is intended to prevent," rather than a *de minimis* technical infraction that would be insufficient under *Spokeo*. Likewise, the D.C. Circuit found standing in a data breach case based on allegations that the plaintiffs "face[d] a substantial risk of identity theft" resulting from their stolen personal information. Conversely, in an unpublished decision, the Second Circuit affirmed dismissal of a suit predicated on alleged theft of credit card information, because the plaintiff failed to plead "a particularized and concrete injury suffered from the attempted fraudulent purchases," since she was never asked to pay for an unauthorized transaction. Moreover, the court held that there was no risk of future harm because the "stolen credit card was promptly canceled after the breach and no other personally identifying information . . . [was] alleged to have been stolen." The Fourth Circuit reached a similar conclusion in a data breach case concerning personal information obtained from veterans' medical care facilities after determining that the "threatened injury of future identity theft" was speculative rather than sufficiently imminent. A number of district courts also dismissed data breach claims for lack of standing where the risk of prospective harm from a data breach was, in their view, hypothetical.
The Eighth Circuit reached a split decision on the question of standing based on the possibility of identity theft following a data breach in *In re SuperValu, Inc.*, a multi-district litigation involving several putative classes that sued retail grocery stores that had suffered two cyber-attacks. [161] The plaintiffs alleged theft of their personal information and violations of, among other things, various state data breach notification statutes. [162] The Eighth Circuit agreed with the district court that the plaintiffs had failed to adequately plead injury based on the risk of future identity theft, and it noted that its sister circuits—as discussed above and in our last review—had reached "differing conclusions on the question of standing" in similar data breach cases. [163] Observing that "this out-of-circuit precedent . . . ultimately turned on the substance of the allegations before each court," the Eighth Circuit concluded that the plaintiffs in *SuperValu* had not plausibly alleged that the "defendants' data breaches create[d] a substantial risk that [the] plaintiffs [would] suffer credit or debit card fraud." [164] However, the court also found that one named plaintiff had sufficiently pled a present injury based on actual misuse of his credit card information, and it accordingly reversed the dismissal of that particular individual's claims. [165]

### b. Unlawful Disclosure

Standing decisions in unlawful disclosure cases in 2017 turned on whether dissemination of the information at issue posed a material risk of harm to a plaintiff's statutory interests. In keeping with *Spokeo*, lower courts dismissed lawsuits predicated on *de minimis* procedural infractions.

After the Supreme Court vacated and remanded *Spokeo* for further consideration of whether the plaintiff had pled a concrete injury under the FCRA, the Ninth Circuit answered in the affirmative. [166] It held that the inaccurate information disclosed in the credit report at issue implicated "material facts" about the plaintiff's life and "could be deemed a real harm" to, *inter alia*, his employment prospects. [167] The Ninth Circuit similarly found standing in *Syed v. M-I, LLC*, an FCRA case concerning the alleged failure of an employer to inform job applicants that it would check their credit histories as part of the application process, [168] as well as in a VPPA action based on allegations that the defendant disclosed information about the plaintiff's video-watching habits. [169] In the latter decision, the court held that, "although the FCRA outlines *procedural* obligations that *sometimes* protect individual interests, the VPPA identifies a *substantive* right to privacy that suffers *any time* a video service provider discloses otherwise private information." [170] The Eleventh Circuit issued an identical ruling in another VPPA appeal. [171] A number of district courts also reached similar decisions in cases concerning failures to comply with the FCRA's and the Fair Debt Collections Practices Act's ("FDCPA") disclosure requirements. [172]

However, in contrast to *Syed*, the Seventh Circuit found in *Groshek v. Time Warner Cable, Inc.* that a plaintiff did not suffer "a concrete informational injury" under the FCRA based on a prospective employer's purported failure to properly obtain an applicant's permission before procuring a credit report. [173] The court distinguished *Syed* on the ground that the "Ninth Circuit had factual allegations from which it could infer harm, whereas" the plaintiff in *Groshek* "present[ed] no factual allegations plausibly suggesting that he was confused by the disclosure form or the form's inclusion of a liability release . . . ." [174] Likewise, in an FCRA class action based on a credit reporting agency's inclusion of a defunct credit card company on its reports, the Fourth Circuit found that the named plaintiff had failed to
demonstrate how he had been injured by the erroneous information and therefore had "suffered no real harm, let alone the harm Congress sought to prevent in enacting the FCRA." Accordingly, the court vacated the judgment awarding damages to the class. The Second Circuit similarly affirmed dismissals of two Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act ("FACTA") suits predicated on the disclosure of credit card information on restaurant and retail receipts after finding that the purported injuries did not pose a "material risk of harm" to the plaintiffs' statutory interests. District courts have followed course in other FACTA actions.

**c. Unlawful Retention**

Unlawful retention cases have continued to trend in defendants' favor on the question of standing. For instance, earlier this year in *Gubala v. Time Warner Cable, Inc.*, the Seventh Circuit determined that there was no standing in a Cable Communications Privacy Act ("CCPA") action based on allegations that the defendant had retained the plaintiff's personal information after the plaintiff canceled a cable subscription. The court determined that there was no cognizable injury because the plaintiff failed to allege that the defendant had "ever given away or leaked or lost any of his personal information or intend[ed] to give it away or [was] at risk of having the information stolen from it."

**d. Unlawful Acquisition/Use**

The courts have continued to split on the question of standing in unlawful acquisition and use cases. In *Santana v. Take-Two Interactive Software, Inc.*, for example, the Second Circuit affirmed the district court's dismissal of a Biometric Information Privacy Act ("BIPA") lawsuit predicated on the defendant's alleged unlawful collection, dissemination, and retention of biometric data used to create 3D models of players' faces in basketball video games, for lack of standing. The court held that the purported BIPA violations were procedural and did not pose a "material risk of harm" to the plaintiffs' statutory interests sufficient to establish an Article III injury. Conversely, over the past year, district courts found standing for a Wiretap Act claim predicated on use of a smartphone application to track users' physical movements, as well as for VPPA, Wiretap Act, and state law claims based on the collection of video-viewing information through smart TVs. Courts also found standing in the context of Driver's Privacy Protection Act claims stemming from the sale of vehicle accident reports containing personal information to third parties for solicitation purposes.

**e. TCPA Claims**

In TCPA cases, courts have continued to find that unsolicited electronic communications constitute a concrete injury to statutory privacy rights. For example, the Ninth Circuit held that spam-like text messages about gym memberships violated "the substantive [TCPA] right to be free from certain types of phone calls and texts absent consumer consent," and the Second and Third Circuits found that plaintiffs adequately alleged harm in actions based on unwanted, prerecorded telephone calls. A number of district courts have reached identical conclusions in TCPA cases; however, one court refused to certify a proposed TCPA class after determining that some prospective class members had consented to receive the calls at issue and thus did not suffer a cognizable injury.
3. Looking Ahead

*Spokeo* did not provide a bright-line rule squarely prohibiting plaintiffs from suing for intangible injuries. Accordingly, lower courts have continued to grapple with its application in the data privacy space. There appears to be an emerging pro-plaintiff consensus in VPPA and TCPA actions, and courts have continued to favor defendants in retention suits. However, the circuit courts have adopted divergent views on whether data breaches resulting in stolen personal information and the associated risk of future identity theft are, by themselves, enough to confer standing absent allegations of present harm. On December 6, 2017, Spokeo again petitioned for certiorari and sought review of the Ninth Circuit's latest standing determination. [190] However, shortly before publication of this review, the Supreme Court rejected Spokeo's petition, [191] thereby declining the opportunity to clarify its precedent.

B. Data Breach Litigation

1. Litigation

   a. High-Profile Breaches in 2017

   Last year witnessed one of the largest data breaches in history, when it was reported that Equifax, Inc., one of the three major American credit bureaus, had its systems compromised, affecting more than 143 million Americans. But Equifax was not alone in suffering massive data breaches: for example, a white hat hacker revealed in July that a political data analytics company had left the voting information of nearly 200 million Americans exposed. Throughout the year hackers targeted government agencies and companies in every industry, seeking out personally identifiable information ("PII"), customer login information, payment information, and health care information, among others. Litigation quickly followed many of the announced breaches, including civil actions and suits on behalf of government entities.

   i. Credit Bureau Attacks

   In the Equifax attack, hackers were able to access names, Social Security numbers, addresses, and other PII, making the breach not just one of the largest in terms of the number of individuals affected, but also in terms of the breadth and sensitivity of PII lost. The hackers gained entry by exploiting a website application vulnerability, and were not discovered until after they had accessed dozens of sensitive databases and created over 30 different entry points into Equifax's computer systems. [192]

   To date, over 240 class action lawsuits by consumers have been filed against Equifax in the U.S., including a "50-state" complaint seeking to consolidate dozens of individual suits. [193] Those suits allege a variety of common law and statutory claims, seeking monetary damages, injunctive relief, and other related relief. [194] Equifax also faces municipal suits by Chicago and San Francisco generally alleging violations of state laws and local ordinances regarding protection of personal data, consumer fraud, business practices, and breach notice requirements. [195] Additionally, the Massachusetts Attorney General has filed a suit against the credit reporting agency in relation to the data breach. [196] Financial institutions including banks and credit unions also filed suit, seeking monetary relief for data breach costs to the financial institutions, such as canceling and reissuing credit cards and
absorbing the cost of any fraudulent charges. [197] Shareholders have also sued Equifax, alleging violations of securities laws and seeking damages against the company and its top officers. [198]

Equifax moved to consolidate the lawsuits it faces, which continue to proliferate. [199] As a result, a Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation ordered centralization of the cases on December 6, 2017. [200] Going forward, litigation will be heard in the Northern District of Georgia.

Equifax was not the only bureau to have sensitive information left vulnerable. On December 20, 2017, security firm UpGuard announced that it had discovered a cache of materials on an unsecured server, this time maintained by Alteryx, a data analytics company that is partnered with the major credit bureau Experian. [201] Sensitive personal information on 123 million U.S. households was left unsecured, including datasets from Experian and the U.S. Census Bureau. [202] The exposed data included home addresses, contact information, purchasing behavior, and financial information. [203] At least two lawsuits have already been filed against Alteryx, in California and Oregon. [204]

ii. Political Breaches

The U.S. government continued investigating the July 2016 cyberattack on the Democratic National Committee, with related lawsuits drawing attention throughout 2017. Such suits included a complaint under the Freedom of Information Act filed by the Electronic Privacy Information Center against the FBI, seeking records relating to its investigation into the attack, [205] and lawsuits brought by Microsoft against command-and-control servers used by KGB hacking group "Fancy Bear" to covertly direct malware onto victims' computers. [206]

Then, on June 19, 2017, UpGuard announced that they had discovered that Deep Root Analytics, LLC, a data analytics company contracted by the Republican National Committee to gather voting data, had stored information on more than 198 million Americans on an unsecured storage server. [207] This information included names, birth dates, addresses, voter registration details, and social media posts. [208] While it is unclear whether any nefarious parties accessed the data, the breach did lead to a class action lawsuit against Deep Root. [209] That lawsuit was dismissed by the plaintiffs with prejudice in November. [210]

Additionally, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security announced in September 2017 that it appeared Russia had undertaken extensive efforts to hack state election systems in the lead-up to the presidential election. [211] Illinois had its systems breached, while 20 other states were targeted but are not believed to have been breached. [212]

iii. Customer Information

Fast Food Restaurant Chains. 2017 was a particularly notable year for data breaches at American fast food restaurants. In February, Arby's Restaurant Group Inc. revealed a breach of customer data from malicious software accessing point-of-sale systems at its restaurants; suits sprang up almost immediately. [213] In April, Chipotle Mexican Grill, Inc. announced that it had detected a security breach in its processing and transmission of customer and employee data, leading to lawsuits from financial institutions. [214] In September, Sonic Corp. was confronted with multiple suits following a data breach
announced by a security analyst, in which millions of credit and debit card users may have had their accounts pilfered. [215] Then, in October, Pizza Hut Inc. announced that it had discovered what it deemed to be a "temporary security intrusion" that compromised the PII of nearly 60,000 customers who completed orders on its website or mobile app between October 1 and 2, 2017. [216] On November 7, 2017, a class action suit was filed against the company in Washington. [217]

**Hotel Groups**. 2017 was not any kinder to hotel groups. Lawsuits were filed in July against Sabre Hospitality Solutions, a vendor whose electronic reservation system services thousands of travel agencies and hotels, which announced that it had suffered a data breach compromising the information of customers who made reservations using the system between August 2016 and March 2017. [218] Credit card information and cardholder names were stolen. Intercontinental Hotels Group ("IHG") is facing its own class action lawsuit, after it announced a data breach that affected 12 of its properties. Malware was found on servers which processed payments made at on-site restaurants and bars during the second half of 2016. [219] The matter is currently being briefed by IHG for dismissal.

**Whole Foods**. Whole Foods Market Group, Inc. found itself the target of a lawsuit following its September 28, 2017 announcement that its point-of-sale systems at taprooms and full-service restaurants (but not its grocery stores) had been hacked. The suit, a class action filed by a customer, alleges negligence on the part of Whole Foods for failing to protect her information, as well as violations of the Fair Credit Reporting Act and Ohio's Consumer Sales Practices Act. [220]

iv. Health Information

The number of data breaches affecting health care providers continued to rise in 2017, with over 340 incidents reported to the Department of Health and Human Services. [221] The past year did not, however, witness any massive breaches comparable to the 2015 attack on Anthem, which resulted in the disclosure of more than 78 million patients' PII. [222] Interestingly, of the five largest health care-related breaches in 2017, only one has resulted in litigation so far.

**Commonwealth Health Corporation**. In March 2017, Commonwealth Health Corporation's Kentucky-based Med Center Health announced that up to 697,800 individuals may have had their billing and health information stolen via a breach that occurred in 2014-15. [223] No hacking was involved with the breach; rather, a former employee accessed the information without authorization. This is believed to be the largest breach of a health care provider in 2017, in terms of number of records compromised. [224] While federal investigators look into the matter, at least one lawsuit has been filed against the company by affected patients. [225]

v. Law Firms and Business Information

Cyberattacks affected two large international law firms, amongst others, in 2017. While DLA Piper suffered a ransom- or wiper-ware attack that disabled the firm's communications systems for several days, no lawsuits have been filed by its clients as yet. [226] Litigation followed a data breach at the Cayman Islands-based law firm Appleby; however, it was Appleby going on the attack, suing the BBC and The Guardian over their reporting of offshore transactions by the firm's clients. [227] Millions of documents, dubbed the "Paradise Papers" by the media, were leaked to journalists detailing the
arrangements and offshore activities of Appleby's clients. [228] Appleby sued the two media companies in British court in order to force the disclosure of the documents that formed the basis of their investigation. [229]

b. Update on High-Profile Data Breach Cases from Prior Years

While many prior data breach cases headed for settlement instead of being decided by the courts (as discussed in detail in the Settlements section below), some cases received significant rulings in the past year. Others continue to be litigated.

i. District Court Litigation

**Yahoo.** On August 30, 2017, a district court in the Northern District of California granted in part and denied in part Yahoo's motion to dismiss data breach litigation, opening the way for class action lawsuits to proceed against the web portal, now owned by Verizon Communications. [230] The district court ruled that some of the named plaintiffs had alleged Article III standing at the pleading stage, because they had "alleged a risk of future identity theft, in addition to loss of value of their [personal identification information]." [231] The court dismissed certain claims in the consolidated actions, but allowed the actions to continue and the plaintiffs to amend their complaints. [232]

**Office of Personnel Management.** The District Court for the District of Columbia dismissed a class action data breach suit stemming from the attack against the Office of Personnel Management, which compromised the personal data of current, former, and prospective U.S. government employees. [233] The court ruled that the theft of data alone was not enough to establish standing for the class and that they must allege unreimbursed out-of-pocket expenses from the alleged identity theft to state an injury in fact. [234] While the court held that two plaintiffs had alleged such expenses, it found that their claims were insufficient to establish standing because they had not sufficiently tied those injuries to the breach. [235] The court also dismissed the case on sovereign immunity and contractor immunity grounds, and found that the complaint failed to state a claim under the Privacy Act, the Little Tucker Act, and the Constitution. [236] Gibson Dunn represented OPM's co-defendant, contractor KeyPoint Government Solutions, in this litigation.

**VTech.** The litigation arising from a 2015 cyberattack on digital learning toy-maker VTech's servers continued to wind its way through the Northern District of Illinois. VTech won its motion to dismiss the cases against it on July 5, 2017, as the court ruled that the plaintiffs had failed to show how the data breach could lead to future harm. [237] Specifically, the court held that plaintiffs did not explain how the stolen data would be used to perpetrate identity theft. [238] However, the court did not dismiss the claims with prejudice; accordingly, plaintiffs' counsel brought an amended complaint against the company in August. [239] The case settled in early 2018. [240]

**Uber.** Uber won its motion to dismiss a lawsuit stemming from a 2014 data breach. The court held that the plaintiffs did not "plausibly allege an immediate, credible risk of harm" and thus lacked standing. [241] In particular, the named plaintiff did not allege that any passwords, PINs, or Social Security numbers were among the data obtained. [242] Gibson Dunn represents Uber in this dispute, which is ongoing following Plaintiffs' filing of a Third Amended Complaint.
Noodles & Co. Noodles & Co. won its motion to dismiss a proposed class action brought by financial institutions over its data breach suffered in early 2016. The court found that the chain had no obligation towards the credit unions that had brought the suit. The court ruled that the claims were barred under the economic loss rule. Because the duties allegedly breached were contained in a network of interrelated contracts, the rule applied; because the rule only allows for recovery of damages on a breach of contract claim, the negligence claims brought by the credit unions were invalid.

ii. Appellate Litigation

CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield. The D.C. Circuit Court revived a class action lawsuit brought by policyholders of CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield health insurance, which suffered a cyberattack in 2014 leading to the theft of 1.1 million members' personal information, including names, birthdates, addresses, and subscriber ID numbers. The circuit court found that the breach likely exposed Social Security and credit card numbers and other personal data such that fraudulent medical claims could result, resulting in harm concrete enough to establish standing under the Supreme Court's Spokeo decision. Although the district court had dismissed the complaint, finding that it was based on statutory violations and not concrete harm, the appellate court found that it was plausible to infer that the hackers had the intent and ability to use the stolen data for ill, leading to concrete harm.

Veterans Affairs. Conversely, the Fourth Circuit dismissed a class action suit arising from the theft of a laptop from a Veterans Affairs medical facility, which contained the unencrypted personal information of patients. The circuit court agreed with the district court's ruling, finding that the plaintiffs' fear of harm from future identity theft was too speculative to confer standing, even if the plaintiffs took actions to mitigate that speculative future harm. The court reasoned that the allegations of harm rested on an attenuated chain of possibilities, including the assumption that the laptop thief planned to misuse the personal information on the laptop, and planned to misuse the plaintiffs' personal information specifically. This chain of logic was not sufficient to establish standing under Spokeo.

c. Trends in Data Breach Cases in 2017

Courts continued to grapple with specific issues in 2017, including issues that some had thought would be settled from Supreme Court precedent in past years, such as the Spokeo decision.

i. Standing Post-Spokeo

As seen in the appellate litigation above, the circuit courts are split when it comes to interpreting the high court's decision in Spokeo (and Clapper v. Amnesty International) regarding the tests for sufficient imminence and concrete harm to confer standing. The D.C. Circuit found in Attias that there was concrete harm from the CareFirst data breach, because it was plausible to infer that the hackers had the intent and ability to wrongfully use the stolen data. But the Fourth Circuit found in Beck that there was no concrete harm from a stolen laptop containing patient information, because the harm rested on a logical chain requiring misuse of the plaintiff's specific personal information. The Second Circuit used similar reasoning in Whalen v. Michaels Stores, Inc., finding that a data breach leading to stolen credit card information was not sufficient to allege concrete harm, because the plaintiff had
promptly canceled her card and there were no specifics alleged regarding any other particularized or concrete injury. [254]

Like the D.C. Circuit, the Seventh, Third, and Sixth Circuits have found that risk of identity theft or credit card fraud was enough to grant constitutional standing to those who had been hacked. [255]

The Eight Circuit added a new split in September in reviving a class action lawsuit brought against SuperValu Inc., by reasoning that while there was not sufficient personal information lost to allow plaintiffs to rely on risk of imminent harm due to stolen identities, there was standing because someone had used a plaintiff's credit card to make an unauthorized purchase. [256] That allegation was sufficient to meet the concrete injury test, even though SuperValu's attorneys argued that there was no indication the purchase was a result of the breach. [257]

ii. Companies on the Attack

2017 has seen an uptick in firms taking the offensive in wielding litigation as a tool to fight hackers. For instance, Microsoft has focused its attention on the command-and-control servers used by one of the most sophisticated hacking collectives attempting to direct malware onto victims' computers. To do so, it sued Fancy Bear in the Eastern District of Virginia. [258] Microsoft argued that it had standing to sue because Fancy Bear had been using domain names that contained the names of Microsoft's products to setup websites containing malware. [259] Thereafter, Microsoft won orders from the court to compel domain name registrars to alter domains to point to Microsoft, instead of to Fancy Bear's sites. [260] Microsoft is now seeking a permanent injunction to give Microsoft ownership of the domains it has targeted. [261]

In a different vein, as noted above, Appleby has wielded litigation against journalists who reported on the Paradise Papers. [262]

Ultimately, these actions point to the possibility that other companies will take the fight to hackers, especially companies in the tech industry whose products are often targeted in order to foster data breaches.

2. Settlement Trends

As in 2016, companies facing major data breach litigation in 2017 have continued to choose to settle claims on a class-wide basis. As discussed more fully below, Anthem Inc., one of the nation's largest health insurance providers, agreed to settle a class action lawsuit brought by consumers stemming from a 2015 data security breach for $115 million. [263] Given the financial, regulatory, and reputational risks attendant to data breach litigation, this trend is understandable. Other trends emerged in 2017 as well. First, defendants in data breach litigation are continuing to settle with financial institution-plaintiffs in addition to consumer-plaintiffs. Additionally, in the aftermath of data breach settlements, some class members have objected to various elements of the settlements or proceedings. Lastly, as is discussed more fully below, defendants facing data breach enforcement have increasingly entered into settlement agreements with state attorneys general.
a. Anthem's Settlement

In 2015, Anthem, one of the nation's largest health insurance providers, announced that it had been the victim of a data breach in which hackers gained access to individuals' personal information. [264] Customer-plaintiffs brought numerous class action lawsuits against Anthem and its affiliates that were ultimately consolidated in the Northern District of California. [265] After the court denied the defendants' motion to dismiss in part, [266] the parties entered into a settlement on May 31, 2017. [267] The court preliminarily approved the settlement at the end of August. [268]

The broad strokes of the Anthem settlement are familiar. As part of the settlement, the defendants agreed to make a $115 million payment into a settlement fund. [269] The fund will be used, in part, to cover reimbursement for out-of-pocket costs and credit monitoring services for class members, [270] and to pay up to $37.95 million in attorneys' fees. [271] In addition, the defendants agreed to implement improved data security practices for at least three years and to engage an independent consultant to ensure that these practices are followed. [272]

b. Home Depot Settles with Financial Institutions

Following a 2014 data breach, in 2016 Home Depot settled a class action lawsuit brought on behalf of over 50 million of its customers for $13 million. [273] However, the settlement did not include coexisting claims brought by a consolidated class of financial institutions claiming that they were harmed by Home Depot's failure to prevent the data breach because they were required to issue consumers new credit cards and to reimburse any fraudulent charges stemming from the data breach. [274] In early 2017 Home Depot entered into an additional settlement with the financial intuitions and agreed to pay $25 million into a settlement fund intended for distribution among the class members. [275] In September 2017, the Northern District of Georgia approved this settlement. [276]

c. Developments Regarding the Target Settlement

In 2015, Target agreed to settle a consumer class action arising out of a 2013 data breach for $10 million. [277] The ultimate disposition of the case and distribution of the settlement fund, however, have been significantly delayed due to various claims by objectors. [278] For instance, in May 2017, the District of Minnesota rejected an objector's claim that the class representatives in the case had a conflict of interest with other class members such that the settlement was inadequate. [279] As of this writing, the objector's appeal is pending before the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals. [280]

In addition, in May 2017 Target agreed to pay $18.5 million to 47 states and the District of Columbia as part of a settlement that arose out of a multi-state investigation into the same breach. [281]

d. Historical Context for Settlements of Data Breach Claims

As demonstrated in the chart below, the data breach settlements in 2017 appear to be similar to those of recent years.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defendant</th>
<th>Approval</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Relief to the Class</th>
<th>Service Awards, Fees, &amp; Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home Depot (Financial Institution Class) [282]</td>
<td>September 22, 2017</td>
<td>Card Data</td>
<td>$25 million for class claims; up to $2.25 million to certain sponsored entities; security practice changes</td>
<td>Up to $2,500 for each class representative; $710,000 in litigation costs; $15.3 million in fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthem [283]</td>
<td>August 25, 2017 (preliminary approval)</td>
<td>Personal Information</td>
<td>$115 million for, among other things, class members' out-of-pocket expenses and credit monitoring services; security practice changes</td>
<td>Up to $3 million in costs and $37.95 million in fees, to be covered by $115 million settlement payment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Depot (Consumer Class) [284]</td>
<td>August 23, 2016</td>
<td>Card Data</td>
<td>Up to $13 million for class claims; up to $6.5 million for 18 months of credit monitoring services; security practices changes</td>
<td>$1,000 for each representative plaintiff; $166,925 in costs; $7.536 million in fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Corp. (Financial Institution Class) [285]</td>
<td>May 12, 2016</td>
<td>Card data</td>
<td>Up to $20.25 million for class claims; $19.108 million to MasterCard Reportedly up to $67 million for Visa's claims against Target [286]</td>
<td>$20,000 for 5 representative plaintiffs; $2.109 million in costs; $17.8 million in fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Pictures Entertainment, Inc. [287]</td>
<td>April 6, 2016</td>
<td>Login and Personal Information</td>
<td>Up to $2 million for preventative losses; up to $2.5 million for claims for identity theft losses; up to two years of credit monitoring services</td>
<td>$3,000 for each named plaintiff; $1,000 for each plaintiff who initially filed an action; $2.588 million in fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defendant</td>
<td>Approval</td>
<td>Data Type</td>
<td>Relief to the Class</td>
<td>Service Awards, Fees, &amp; Costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Joseph Health System [288]</td>
<td>February 3, 2016</td>
<td>Health Information</td>
<td>$7.5 million in cash payment; up to $3 million for class claims; one year of credit monitoring services (offered during remediation); security practice changes</td>
<td>$50,000 in incentive payments for class representatives; $7.45 million in fees and costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Corp. (Consumer Class) [289]</td>
<td>November 17, 2015</td>
<td>Card Data</td>
<td>Up to $10 million for claims; security practice changes</td>
<td>$1,000 for three deposed plaintiffs; $500 for other plaintiffs; $6.75 million in fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinkedIn [290]</td>
<td>September 15, 2015</td>
<td>Login Information</td>
<td>Up to $1.25 million for claims; security practice changes</td>
<td>$5,000 for the named plaintiff; $26,609 in costs; $312,500 in fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adobe Systems, Inc. [291]</td>
<td>August 13, 2015</td>
<td>Login and Card Data</td>
<td>Security practice changes and audit</td>
<td>$5,000 to each individual plaintiff; $1.18 million in fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Gaming Networks [292]</td>
<td>May 4, 2015</td>
<td>Card Data and Personal Information</td>
<td>Up to $1 million for identity theft losses; benefit options including free games and themes or month subscription, unused wallet credits, virtual currency; some small cash payments</td>
<td>$2.75 million in fees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. **Shareholder Derivative Suits**

In recent years, shareholders have occasionally responded to data breaches by filing derivative lawsuits against corporate directors and officers for breach of fiduciary duty in overseeing corporate cybersecurity. From 2014 to 2017, shareholders brought five such high-profile derivative lawsuits on behalf of Wyndham Worldwide, Target, Home Depot, Wendy's, and Yahoo. However, these suits have generally struggled to move past the motion-to-dismiss stage. Both the Wyndham and Target lawsuits
were dismissed after courts respectively found that the Wyndham board's actions were protected under the business judgment rule, [293] and that pursuing legal action against Target's directors and officers was not in the corporation's best interest. [294] The Home Depot case was similarly dismissed in 2015; however, the parties reached a settlement this year after the plaintiffs filed an appeal of the dismissal. The outcomes of the Wendy's and Yahoo litigations remain to be seen.

**The Home Depot.** After news broke that hackers stole the email addresses and credit card information of more than 50 million Home Depot customers, a number of the company's shareholders filed a derivative lawsuit in September 2015 in the Northern District of Georgia, alleging that the board of directors breached its fiduciary duty by disbanding Home Depot's infrastructure committee and moving too slowly in addressing the security breach. On November 30, 2016, the district court dismissed the action on grounds that the shareholders failed to either demand that the board take action or demonstrate with particularized facts that such a demand would have been futile. [295] Plaintiffs subsequently filed an appeal in the Eleventh Circuit. However, on April 28, 2017, the parties reached a settlement pursuant to which Home Depot agreed to adopt certain cybersecurity-related corporate governance reforms and to pay the plaintiffs' legal fees, totaling around $1.1 million. [296] The promised reforms included maintaining an executive committee on data security, documenting the responsibilities of the company's corporate information security officer, and requiring regular reports on the company's IT and cybersecurity budget. [297]

**Wendy's.** On December 16, 2016, just two weeks after the district court's dismissal of the Home Depot suit, plaintiff shareholders filed a derivative action in the Southern District of Ohio against The Wendy's Co. ("Wendy's") and certain of the company's directors and officers. The lawsuit stemmed from a data breach that occurred between October 2015 and June 2016, which affected 1,025 Wendy's franchises and spawned a series of consumer protection lawsuits. [298] The complaint asserted claims for breach of fiduciary duty, waste of corporate assets, unjust enrichment, and gross mismanagement. [299] The plaintiffs sought money damages, corporate governance reforms, and restitution of benefits and compensation. In an attempt to avoid the fate of the Home Depot shareholder litigation, the Wendy's plaintiffs provide detailed allegations to support their claim of demand futility, arguing that the controlling shareholder defendants have familial or past business ties with certain directors, resulting in these directors being "beholden to the controlling shareholder defendants." [300] On March 10, 2017, the Wendy's board responded with a motion to dismiss, arguing failure to state a claim and failure to make a demand or adequately plead demand futility. [301] The board members contended that the complaint was nothing more than speculation and failed to include any specific allegations that they breached any corporate duty in regard to data security protocols. [302] At the time of this writing, the board's motion to dismiss was still pending.

**Yahoo.** The Yahoo data breach has given rise to two shareholder derivative suits. On February 16, 2017, a Yahoo shareholder filed a lawsuit on behalf of the company in the Northern District of California. [303] On February 23, 2017, another group of Yahoo Inc. shareholders filed a second derivative lawsuit in Delaware Chancery Court. [304] Both cases have since been stayed, the former pending the entry of final judgments in the securities and consumer class actions also filed against Yahoo in the wake of the breach. [305]
C. Interceptions and Eavesdropping

1. Email Scanning

As in past years, 2017 saw key developments in class action lawsuits alleging technology companies violated state and federal laws by scanning user emails for targeted advertising and other business purposes. Companies operating electronic communications services should continue to monitor such lawsuits, as they allege privacy violations based on what many consider to be standard industry practices, concern potentially massive proposed classes including all or many users of such services, and analyze the disclosures that satisfy consent to information collection and use.

*Matera v. Google Inc.* Plaintiffs in *Matera v. Google Inc.* filed a class action against Google in September 2015, alleging that Gmail violates the CIPA and ECPA by intercepting emails of non-Gmail users in order to provide targeted advertising. In 2016, the court denied Google's motion to dismiss as to the merits of plaintiffs' claims, and granted in part and denied in part Google's motion to dismiss based on lack of standing. Most significantly, the court concluded that based on "the historical practice of courts recognizing that the unauthorized interception of communication constitutes cognizable injury" and "the judgment of Congress and the California Legislature [that] alleged violations of . . . the Wiretap Act and CIPA constitute injury in fact," the plaintiffs' complaint survived *Spokeo.* However, the court also held that plaintiffs lacked standing to enjoin Google from engaging in the alleged "intercepting and scanning," which Google confirmed it had ceased.

In November 2016, the parties requested a stay of the proceedings and announced that they had successfully mediated a resolution of the case and finalized a settlement agreement. In a preliminary approval hearing held on March 9, 2017, the parties explained that, pursuant to the agreement, Google would be enjoined from "scanning in transit email for the sole purpose of collecting advertising data." However, Google would be allowed to scan incoming in-transit email for "the 'dual purpose' of (1) detecting spam and malware and (2) obtaining information that would be 'later used for advertising.'" Google also agreed to pay $2.2 million in attorneys' fees, $2,000 for each of the two lead plaintiffs, and $123,500 for the settlement administrator.

On March 15, 2017, the court rejected this settlement offer, stating that the class settlement notice was "inadequate" because it was "difficult to understand." In particular, the preliminary settlement failed to clearly disclose the "dual purpose" to which Google agreed or "the fact that Google intercepts, scans, and analyzes the content of emails sent by non-Gmail users to Gmail users for the purpose of creating user profiles" for targeted advertising. Furthermore, the court found that it was not clear whether the changes Google planned to make would bring Google into compliance with the CIPA and ECPA.

On July 21, 2017, the parties proposed a new settlement, which included a "plain language" recap of the changes Google plans to make. The summary stated that for three years, Google would "cease all automated scanning of emails sent to Google accounts for advertising purposes while the emails are in transmission prior to delivery to the Gmail user's inbox." The settlement does not prohibit Google from scanning email for the prevention of spam or malware. In addition, Google stated that it is making
"business-related" changes to Gmail, whereby it "will no longer scan the contents of emails sent to Gmail accounts for advertising services," either during the transmission process or after the emails have been delivered. These changes are not subject to the three-year time period, and are independent of the settlement. [318] The court preliminarily approved the revised settlement on August 31, 2017. [319] A final fairness hearing is scheduled for February 8, 2018.

**Cooper v. Slice Technologies, Inc. & UnrollMe Inc.** In *Cooper v. Slice*, plaintiffs brought a class action for damages and injunctive relief, alleging that UnrollMe and its parent company, Slice Technologies, violated the ECPA and SCA by failing to adequately disclose UnrollMe's practice of scanning emails and selling data to third parties. [320] UnrollMe is a web service that unsubscribes users from mailing lists, newsletters, and other unwanted emails. [321] Plaintiffs asserted that UnrollMe intercepted and accessed user's emails without consent or authorization, or exceeded authorization by accessing emails for the purpose of extracting and selling consumer data. [322]

Defendants moved to dismiss the lawsuit on October 12, 2017. [323] Among other things, defendants argued that plaintiffs failed to allege injury in fact to establish Article III standing under *Spokeo*, since plaintiffs did not allege their actual emails were sold to other companies, or that anonymized data that was extracted from plaintiffs' emails was reidentified after being sold. Defendants also asserted that plaintiffs failed to state a claim under the Wiretap Act because defendants purportedly disclosed the activities at issue in their privacy policy, and because plaintiffs alleged only access to their stored emails, whereas the Wiretap Act applies to the "interception" of communications.

### 2. Call Recording

In recent years, there have been a number of civil and criminal cases brought against both businesses and individuals for recording phone calls without the requisite consent. The recording of telephone conversations is governed by a patchwork of federal and state law. At the federal level, the Wiretap Act permits the recording of phone calls, so long as one party to the call consents to the recording. [324] The vast majority of states have similarly adopted a "one-party" consent requirement. [325] A minority of states have arguably adopted either a "two-party" or "all-party" consent requirement. [326]

Most of the call recording cases brought in recent years have been against companies for large-scale recordings of commercial calls, rather than individual illicit recordings. Although nearly a dozen states have all-party consent laws, much of the litigation surrounding unauthorized recordings has arisen out of California's Invasion of Privacy Act ("CIPA"), California Penal Code § 630, *et seq.* [327] Most call recording litigation based on CIPA has focused on §§ 632 and 632.7, which prohibit eavesdropping on calls to landlines and cell phones, respectively.

Recently, courts have held that non-California plaintiffs may assert CIPA claims against California defendants where the alleged violations occurred in California. [328] Indicative of this national reach, California business owners brought suit in Illinois against various banks and telemarketers alleging illegal recordings of discussions containing sensitive business information. [329] The various defendants filed motions to dismiss, transfer, and sever the case, but the case is still pending in the Northern District of Illinois. Significantly, some of the defendants have sought to change venue based
on forum selection clauses in their customer or user agreements, rather than challenging the ability of plaintiffs to bring CIPA claims outside of California, indicating that few litigants are willing to challenge the national reach of CIPA.

Also in the realm of jurisdictional issues related to CIPA, the Ninth Circuit recently reversed a decision to remand a CIPA class action back to state court, concluding that the plaintiff had failed to demonstrate that two-thirds of the class actually resided in California, as required by the Class Action Fairness Act ("CAFA"). [330] Specifically, CAFA exempts from federal jurisdiction "home-state controversies," where at least two-thirds of the proposed class and the primary defendants are all citizens of the State in which the action was originally filed. [331] Plaintiffs' proof that two-thirds of all class members were Californians was lacking, according to the Ninth Circuit, because, although the class contained an indeterminate number of people who were "located in" California when they received the allegedly improperly recorded phone calls, the allegations never specified how many of them were California citizens or even how large the whole class was. [332] In reaching its decision, the court noted that Plaintiffs were aware of the class definition issue and failed to carry their burden of proving the citizenship of a sufficient number of class members. [333]

In the class certification context, in Raffin v. Medicredit, Inc., the Central District of California certified a CIPA class action against Medicredit, a debt collector, for recording cell phone calls and failing to inform plaintiffs of the recording. [334] The action sought certification of a § 632.7 class, which prohibits the recording of cell phone communications. [335] Notably, the court concluded that the class was ascertainable for certification purposes, even though it may be necessary to undertake the challenging process of using cell site location information to verify that putative class members were in California when called. [336] In analyzing § 632.7 more generally, the court also concluded that a party must be informed "at the outset," meaning "prior to any recording of the plaintiff's communication," that the call is being recorded. [337] Subsequent courts have adopted this interpretation of § 632.7, suggesting a broadening of the law's scope. [338]

If this becomes settled law, it would align the law under § 632.7 with that under § 632, which already requires notification "at the outset" for any recordings of calls over a landline. However, class certification appears to be more difficult under § 632 than § 632.7, as the more generous test applied in Raffin diverges from the stricter analysis in Saulsberry v. Meridian Financial Services, Inc., decided last year. [339] This may be an indicator of a unique area of divergence in the interpretation of two statutes that are otherwise converging, or it may represent a reversal of the trend of denying class certification. Ultimately, very few §§ 632 and 632.7 class certification cases have been decided this year, but all three have granted class certification. [340]

Adding to the body of law regarding the scope of § 632.7, the court in Ronquillo-Griffin concluded that § 632.7, like § 632, applies to parties to a communication, not just third parties, adding to the already significant number of district courts who have so interpreted § 632.7. [341] Like the Raffin case discussed above, this indicates an increasing overlap between § 632 and § 632.7, generating a more consistent body of law between call recordings over landlines and cell phones.
On the criminal side, the California Court of Appeal invalidated part of CIPA. California Penal Code § 632(d) renders inadmissible as evidence recordings obtained without all parties' consent. However, California's constitution contains a "Right to Truth-in-Evidence" provision, which permits all relevant evidence to be admitted unless the legislature provides otherwise by a two-thirds majority vote. The Court of Appeal concluded that this provision abrogated the inadmissibility component of CIPA, rendering recordings that otherwise violate CIPA admissible.

Outside of California, there has also been some litigation regarding the scope of local eavesdropping statutes. The Arizona Court of Appeals confirmed that a phone message may be shared by the recipient of the message, even if the person leaving the message does not consent. In State v. Smith, the defendant had argued that, when leaving a voice message, there is only one "participant," to the call, but the court rejected this logic, concluding that the recipient of the message is also a participant and may consent to sharing the recorded voicemail. In a similar case—also captioned State v. Smith—the Supreme Court of Washington considered whether an inadvertent recording through the voicemail function of a cell phone falls within the purview of Washington's all-party consent statute. The Court concluded that "the plain language of the act confirms that even an inadvertent recording of a private conversation falls within the purview of the act."

3. Other "Interceptions"

Emails and telephone calls are not the only communications that can be intercepted, and plaintiffs are increasingly bringing lawsuits based on novel theories of interception and collection of data. This year saw a number of developments in ongoing lawsuits, as well as several actions alleging new theories of Wiretap Act violations.

**Opperman et al v. Kong Technologies, Inc. et al.** In April 2017, several major tech companies, including Twitter, Yelp, Instagram, Foursquare, and Path, agreed to settle a putative class action accusing them of violating the ECPA and the Texas Wiretap Act, among other common law privacy rights. The putative class action complaint, originally filed in 2012, alleged that the defendants' applications access user contact information without their consent. For instance, plaintiffs claimed that Twitter's "Find Friends" feature violated consumer privacy by scanning users' address books to see which of their contacts are on Twitter. Twitter, on the other hand, argued users were informed of the process and gave their permission for the service to scan their address books. Path users alleged that the photo sharing and messaging app was accessing their contacts and calendar information without permission. Path later issued an apology. Plaintiffs agreed to pay a consolidated $5.3 million as part of a deal, which covers a proposed class of an estimated 7 million claimants who downloaded the companies' iOS apps on their Apple devices and activated the "Add Friends," "Find Friends" or "Suggested Friends" feature offered by the relevant application. A final approval hearing was held on December 14, 2017.

**In re Vizio, Inc., Consumer Privacy Litig.** In this putative class action complaint, plaintiffs alleged that Vizio violated the ECPA and the VPPA, as well as several state law fraud, negligent misrepresentation, and consumer protection claims, by using their smart TVs to secretly collect, and distribute to advertisers, information on customer viewing habits so that advertisers could deliver
targeted advertising in real time. [352] On March 2, 2017, the court granted Vizio's motion to dismiss plaintiffs' Wiretap Act, state law video privacy, negligent misrepresentation, affirmative fraud, and California false advertising claims with leave to amend. Vizio's motion was denied as to plaintiffs' VPPA, fraudulent omission, state privacy law, and unjust enrichment claims. With respect to the Wiretap Act claims, the court found that plaintiffs failed to adequately plead simultaneous interception (relying instead on vague allegations about how Vizio's data collection occurred in "real time"), but did not reach Vizio's argument that its collection and disclosure software does not capture the "contents" of electronic communication. [353] On March 23, 2017, plaintiffs filed a second consolidated complaint that dropped all of the dismissed causes of action except the Wiretap Act claims. [354] Addressing the deficiencies in the prior complaint, plaintiffs now alleged that Vizio's software takes samples of the programming displayed on a TV at any point in time and sends fingerprints of those samples to the centralized fingerprint matching server to compare against already existing fingerprints in the database, a process that operates sufficiently fast to provide "at least some context-sensitive content substantially simultaneously with at least one targeted video." [355]

On April 13, 2017, Vizio moved to dismiss plaintiffs' Wiretap Act claims for failure to state a claim, attacking only whether its software captures the "contents" of electronic communications. [356] Denying dismissal on July 25, 2017, the court ruled that because the intended message conveyed by Vizio's software communication is the program being watched, the intercepted data extends beyond metadata to samples of the actual content. [357] The court also dismissed Vizio's assertion that its software does not collect the contents of electronic communications because the samples are "tiny" and "unrecognizable," noting that the standard for determining whether information qualifies as content data does not depend on how much content is collected or whether the intercepted information would be "recognizable." [358]

In its motion to dismiss, Vizio also argued that plaintiffs' demand for injunctive relief was moot because a recent agreement with the FTC and New Jersey Attorney General—in which Vizio was fined $2.2 million and agreed to obtain affirmative express consent before collecting any consumer data—ensured the offensive data collection had stopped. [359] Finding that the agreements were insufficient to ensure that Vizio's improper data collection would not recur, the court denied Vizio's motion to dismiss on mootness grounds. [360]

**Satchell v. Sonic Notify, Inc.** In a class action filed in August 2016, plaintiff alleged that the Golden State Warriors' mobile app, developed by YinzCam, uses the phone's microphone to track users' locations by picking up on sonic beacons built by Signal360, and violates the Wiretap Act by secretly recording users' conversations in the process. [361] Defendants moved to dismiss on November 1, 2016, and on February 13, 2017, the court granted the motion in part and denied it in part. [362] The court ruled that although plaintiff alleged sufficient facts to demonstrate she suffered an injury in fact from the purported spying, she did not sufficiently allege a violation of the Wiretap Act because she failed to show how the defendants intercepted and then used those oral communications. [363] Plaintiff filed an amended complaint on March 13, 2017, [364] in which the court determined she cured those defects by alleging sufficient facts to show defendants intercepted an oral communication. [365] In a November 20, 2017 decision denying defendants' motion to dismiss, the court explained, "Plaintiff cites at least four instances where she had her phone with her, the app was running and she had conversations about private matters,
including nonpublic information during a business meeting and private financial matters." [366] However, the court dismissed YinzCam from the lawsuit, ruling that plaintiff failed to demonstrate that the company was more than a conduit for the alleged communications that were intercepted by the Warriors and Signal 360. [367]

**Rackemann v. Lisnr, Inc. et al.** In October 2016, the NFL's Indianapolis Colts, and audio software companies involved in creating the Colt's mobile app, faced similar allegations that beacon technology was used to spy on the conversations of fans using the teams' app. [368] Defendants moved to dismiss, and on September 29, 2017, the court denied defendants' motion with respect to plaintiff's interception claims and granted it with respect to their use claims. Regarding interception, the court rejected defendants' argument that plaintiff need allege specific details of communications that may have been intercepted, finding that it was reasonable to infer that plaintiff's smartphone was activated while he was engaged in a private conversation over a four-year period. [369] The court also found that plaintiff adequately plead that his communications were captured and the content acquired, as he asserted that the app recorded portions of audio, including private conversations, captured by the phone's microphone, and that audio was analyzed by defendants. [370] Following the Sixth Circuit's recent decision in **Luis v. Zang**, the court refused to dismiss Adept Mobile, the audio software company that, among other things, maintained the code for the app and integrated the audio technology into the app. [371] Citing the Sixth Circuit, the court explained that "allegations of defendants working in concert or participating in the interception of communications can suffice to state a claim." [372] The court did, however, dismiss plaintiff's claim that defendants "used" intercepted data, as plaintiff pled no facts showing that the contents of plaintiff's communications, as opposed to beacon signals, were used to send targeted advertising. [373]

**Zak v. Bose Corp.** In a putative class action, plaintiff accused Bose of violating the Wiretap Act and the Illinois Eavesdropping Statute by secretly collecting, transmitting, and disclosing the private music selections of customers who downloaded Bose's mobile app. [374] Bose's app allows users to pair their mobile devices with Bose wireless headphones and access key features, such as controlling the content they play. [375] Plaintiff asserted that when he used the Bose app to view information about and control music playing on his Bose headphones, Bose collected and retained the song information displayed in the app. [376] Plaintiff alleged that this collection constitutes an interception of electronic communications between Bose users and streaming music providers such as Spotify. [377]

In a motion to dismiss filed on August 3, 2017, Bose argued that the Wiretap Act does not apply to Bluetooth communications between an app and headphones because such communications operate between devices in close physical proximity, and do not effect interstate or foreign commerce. [378] Furthermore, Bose contended that the Wiretap Act and the Eavesdropping Statute do not apply to communications where the interceptor is one of the parties, and the communications at issue occurred between plaintiff's Bose headphones and Bose's app. [379]

**Allen v. Quicken Loans Inc. and Navistone, Inc.** In December 2017, Quicken Loans was hit with a proposed class action alleging it breached the Wiretap Act by installing software on its website that secretly tracks visitors' keystrokes, mouse clicks, and other electronic communications in order to gather personally identifiable information and de-anonymize their names and addresses. [380] This action,
which was filed in the District of New Jersey, follows two nearly identical lawsuits brought by the same plaintiff's firm against mattress seller Casper and retailer Moosejaw. [381]

D. Telephone Consumer Protection Act

The past year has been eventful for actions under the TCPA. [382]

Perhaps the most anticipated TCPA topic in 2017—the D.C. Circuit's ruling in *ACA International v. FCC*—remains outstanding. [383] *ACA International* interprets the FCC's 2015 omnibus Declaratory Ruling and Order (the "omnibus order") that, among other things, defined an autodialer to include any equipment with the "potential ability" to store or produce telephone numbers to be called or to call those numbers, as opposed to equipment with the current capability to do this. [384] The omnibus order also changed the means through which a consumer can revoke consent. Under the omnibus order, not only may "a called party . . . revoke consent at any time and through any reasonable means," but "[a] caller may not limit the manner in which revocation [of consent] may occur." [385] Oral argument was held in October 2016 and lasted for over two hours, but the D.C. Circuit has yet to issue a decision.

In Congress, both sides of the aisle appeared interested in amending the TCPA. In late 2016, the House Energy and Commerce Committee's Subcommittee on Communications and Technology held a hearing on the TCPA wherein a Democratic ranking member applauded a move to modernize the TCPA, [386] and the Republican subcommittee chairman stated "it is increasingly clear that the law is outdated and in many cases, counterproductive." [387] Though Congress has not yet acted, some of Congress's possible changes to the TCPA could be to cap statutory damages at $500,000 (matching the Truth in Lending Act's cap) [388] or to update the TCPA to reflect the increased use of text messaging and the creation of apps that could turn a smartphone into an autodialer.

Yet Democrats and Republicans have not agreed on every TCPA issue in 2017. For example, in March 2017, the FCC received a petition from All About the Message LLC seeking a declaration that the use of ringless robocalls that go straight to voicemail do not violate the TCPA. [389] After the FCC issued a request for public comment, eleven Democratic Senators sent a letter to the FCC urging it to protect consumers from such calls, while the Republican National Committee voiced support for the petition. [390]

Even though Congress did not pass legislation amending the act, FCC leadership changed in 2017. The FCC, which has interpretative authority over the TCPA, is statutorily required to have two commissioners from each party, and, for the past several years, was led by three Democrats and two Republicans. [391] Following the inauguration of President Trump, the FCC now has three Republicans and two Democrats. [392] In the upcoming year, it is likely that the Republican commissioners will scale back FCC enforcement of the TCPA. [393] Commissioner Michael O'Reilly, a Republican, vehemently disagreed with the FCC's 2015 omnibus order, and Chairman Ajit Pai applauded the D.C. Circuit's March ruling in *Yaakov v. FCC*, which held that the FCC lacked the authority under the TCPA to require opt-out notices on solicited faxes. [394] Chairman Pai previously has been critical of plaintiff's counsel's choice of litigation targets, noting that these "lawyers have found legitimate, domestic businesses a much more profitable target" for TCPA litigation, rather than "go[ing] after the

The past year also saw the resolution of several closely-watched cases. In Krakauer v. Dish Network LLC, a jury awarded damages to a class of plaintiffs who allegedly received unwanted phone calls. [396] The court ordered treble damages on the basis that Dish allegedly had knowledge that its marketing firm had repeatedly violated the TCPA. [397]

In United States v. Dish Network LLC, the district court found that Dish Network violated the TCPA and state laws through both its direct telephone marketing and third-party telephone marketing campaigns. [398] The civil penalties ordered in the case included awards to both the federal government and the state participants in the suit: California, Illinois, North Carolina, and Ohio. [399] The matter is currently on appeal. [400]

In Birchmeier v. Caribbean Cruise Line, Inc., the parties agreed to a $76 million settlement of a class action accusing several cruise marketing companies of robocalling. [401] The agreement provides a minimum of $135 per call where the vast majority of class members claimed three calls, leaving plaintiffs with a much higher payment than is typical in a TCPA class action settlement of this size. [402]

E. Video Privacy Protection Act

In 2017, courts resolved some significant VPPA-related cases that had been filed in previous years. The VPPA, which was enacted in 1998 following a D.C. newspaper's disclosure of Supreme Court nominee Judge Robert Bork's video rental records, [403] prohibits "video tape service providers" from "knowingly" disclosing "personally identifiable information concerning any consumer" to third parties. [404] The VPPA was originally intended as a straightforward rule to prevent video stores from disclosing the video-rental habits of its patrons. Over 20 years later, courts continue to grapple with applying this antiquated law to constantly changing technologies.

This year, courts addressed three main issues as related to the VPPA: (1) standing, (2) the definition of "personally identifiable information," and (3) the definition of "consumer" or "subscriber." While there is an emerging consensus on the procedural issue of standing, courts remain split on how to apply the more substantive provisions of the statute.

Both circuit courts to address the issue of standing this year found that an allegation of mere disclosure in violation of the VPPA is sufficient to meet Article III's standing requirements. In Eichenberger v. ESPN, Inc., plaintiffs alleged that ESPN had disclosed users' "personally identifiable information" to Adobe Analytics, a third-party analytics company, in violation of the VPPA. [405] Joining every circuit court [406] and all district courts [407] that have addressed the issue post-Spokeo, the three-judge panel held that the plaintiff did not need to allege any further harm beyond a disclosure of "personally identifiable information" to plead Article III standing. [408] As described above, in Spokeo v. Robins the Supreme Court strengthened the requirements for Article III standing, requiring allegations of a concrete injury rather than a mere statutory violation. [409] In finding that disclosure in and of itself constitutes a concrete harm, the Ninth Circuit in Eichenberger explained that the VPPA confers a substantive right to privacy, meaning that "every disclosure" of an individual's personally identifiable
information and video-viewing history "offends the interests" the VPPA protects. [410] Earlier this year, in Perry v. Cable News Network, the Eleventh Circuit similarly found that a disclosure alone, even without any alleged misuse of information, satisfied Article III standing requirements. [411] The precedent set by these decisions sets a low barrier for entry for plaintiffs to bring suit under the VPPA, which may yield an increase in VPPA litigation.

Circuit courts have taken different approaches in addressing the scope of "personally identifiable information," but the significance of any differences between the two tests is yet to be determined. The VPPA defines "personally identifiable information" to "include[] information which identifies a person as having requested or obtained specific video materials or services from a video tape service provider." [412] As discussed in our 2016 Year-End Update, the First and Third Circuits articulated two separate tests to determine what information Congress intended to cover in this statute. In Yershov v. Gannett, the First Circuit diverged from virtually all district courts in embracing a broader definition of "personally identifiable information," holding that it extends beyond a person's name to include "information reasonably and foreseeably likely to reveal which . . . videos [a person] has obtained." [413] The court concluded that GPS coordinates and a device ID fell within this definition. [414] In contrast, in In re Nickelodeon Consumer Privacy Litigation, the Third Circuit adopted an "ordinary person" test, finding that "personally identifiable information" includes only information that "would readily permit an ordinary person to identify a specific individual's video-watching behavior." [415] In finding that digital identifiers such as MAC addresses and IP addresses did not constitute "personally identifiable information," it explained that Congress's purpose in passing the VPPA was narrowly restricted to preventing "disclosures of information that would, with little or no extra effort, permit an ordinary recipient to identify a particular person's video-watching habits." [416] In January 2017, the Supreme Court denied certiorari, [417] declining to address what some have characterized as a split between the two circuit courts.

In Eichenberger, Ninth Circuit considered both of these standards, but ultimately adopted the narrower "ordinary person" test promulgated by the Third Circuit. Notably, the court instructed that the statute "looks to what information a video service provider discloses, not to what the recipient of that information decides to do with it." [418] The court held that the information allegedly disclosed to Adobe by ESPN—(1) the serial number of the plaintiff's Roku device, and (2) the identity of videos the plaintiff had watched on the WatchESPN Channel application—could not be used by an "ordinary person" to identify an individual. The fact that Adobe might be able to identify the individual with other personal information in its possession, that ESPN never shared nor possessed, was irrelevant. The court reasoned that this test "fits most neatly" with congressional intent, stating that "the advent of the Internet did not change the disclosing-party focus of the statute." [419] By assessing liability based on the information disclosed from the disclosing party's perspective, companies should be able to better assess their compliance with the law. Although these courts have applied different standards, both the Third and Ninth Circuits assert that the practical differences may be minimal. [420]

On the other hand, the Central District of California applied the First Circuit standard in In re Vizio, Inc. Consumer Privacy Litigation. In that case, plaintiffs alleged that Vizio violated the VPPA and the ECPA by using their televisions to secretly collect, and distribute to advertisers, information on customer viewing habits. [421] In denying in part defendants' motion to dismiss, the court held that the disclosure
of "consumers' MAC addresses and information about other devices connected to the same network" could qualify as "personally identifiable information" under the VPPA because MAC addresses are "frequently linked to an individual's name and can be used to acquire highly specific geolocation data." This case will be one to watch this year; the district court denied Vizio an immediate appeal of the decision to the Ninth Circuit, and the next filing regarding a motion to compel was due on January 3, 2018.

The final issue considered by courts this year was the issue of who is a "subscriber," and thus a "consumer," under the statute. In Perry v. Cable News Network, the plaintiff alleged that CNN violated the VPPA by tracking his views of news articles and videos on the CNN app and disclosing this information to third parties. In affirming the dismissal of the putative class action, the court found that the plaintiff did not qualify as a "subscriber" because he had not established an account with CNN, provided any personal information, made any payments, become a registered user, received a CNN ID, or established a CNN profile. Thus, he had not "demonstrated an ongoing commitment or relationship with CNN." In In re Vizio, on the other hand, the court held that plaintiffs are "subscribers" based on the allegation that Vizio charges them a premium for its smart TVs because of the video content it provides. Additionally, the court found that plaintiffs plausibly alleged that Vizio is a "video tape service provider" because it is engaged in the business of delivering video content.

In 2017, courts sought to add more clarity to VPPA jurisprudence. With the exception of the First Circuit and Central District of California, most courts have interpreted the VPPA narrowly and relieved media companies of liability. Nevertheless, plaintiffs who can clear the Spokeo standing bar are likely to continue to bring suit under the VPPA in the hope of winning substantial statutory damages.

F. California's Song-Beverly Credit Card Act and Point-of-Service Data Collection

There were few cases this year arising under California's Song-Beverly Credit Card Act, which prohibits merchants from requesting and recording "personal identification information" concerning the cardholder during credit card transactions. The lack of cases is likely due to the impact of the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins, which defendants have invoked to defeat class actions brought under Song-Beverly. Indeed, in the one significant case this year, Medellín v. IKEA U.S.A. W., Inc., the representative plaintiff alleged that IKEA had requested and collected her ZIP code as part of her credit card purchases, but conceded that "she alleged only a bare procedural violation of the [Song-Beverly] statute and suffered no other cognizable harm" as required for standing. The Ninth Circuit consequently vacated the district court's judgment and remanded the case with instructions to dismiss without prejudice for lack of standing—due to the fact that the plaintiff's claim did not "satisfy the injury-in-fact requirement of Article III." IKEA appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court, seeking to expand the Spokeo doctrine, but the Supreme Court declined certiorari on October 2, 2017.

The lack of significant Song-Beverly cases in 2017 may be explained a number of ways. It is likely that some plaintiffs decided to wait for the outcome of the Supreme Court's certiorari decision in Medellín before moving forward with their case. It is also likely that possible plaintiffs are exploring how best to argue that their violations of Song-Beverly satisfy Article III standing requirements, especially after the
Medellin plaintiff conceded that her allegations did not. Regardless, we can expect that after Spokeo and Medellin, many plaintiffs were forced to revise their litigation strategy to adapt to these decisions or determine whether California state courts may be a preferred venue, given that Spokeo has evidently narrowed federal class action doctrine. As a result, we may see new cases with novel arguments for standing brought in 2018.

G. Biometric Information Privacy Acts

In 2017, companies have continued to integrate biometric technology into both their products and their day-to-day operations. In previous years, Texas and Illinois enacted legislation regulating the collection and use of certain biometric data. In July of 2017, Washington became the third state to enact such legislation, requiring in certain circumstances that commercial entities "provid[e] notice, obtain[] consent, or provid[e] a mechanism to prevent the subsequent use" of biometric data before collecting such information. However, like Texas's law, and unlike the Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act ("BIPA"), the Washington bill does not provide a private right of action.

The private right of action allowed by the Illinois BIPA continues to energize the plaintiff’s bar, which in 2017 filed dozens of class actions against companies for their allegedly improper collection of alleged biometric information. Plaintiffs in these cases have generally fallen under one of two categories: (1) employees of companies that allegedly utilize biometric information, such as fingerprints, for time keeping purposes; and (2) customers of companies (often in the technology industry) that use alleged biometric information to enhance the consumer experience, such as photo sharing and social media services.

The first category of plaintiffs represents a relatively new trend in BIPA litigation, as 2017 witnessed a surge of class actions by employees of companies using alleged biometric timekeeping methods. For example, in October, employees of Illinois trucking company RJW Transport filed suit against the company, alleging that it captured and stored their fingerprints for timekeeping purposes, "without obtaining informed written consent or publishing its data retention and deletion policies," as required by statute. Similarly, employees of hotel chain Hyatt filed an action against their employer, claiming that they suffered "serious and irreversible privacy risks," such as risk of identity theft, as a result of the collection of their fingerprints. These suits are just two of many class actions filed in relation to alleged biometric timekeeping systems in the past year; however, these cases may come to a quick end in light of a December decision from the Illinois Second District Appellate Court in which the court held that "[i]f a person alleges only a technical violation of the Act without alleging any injury or adverse effect, then he or she is not aggrieved and may not recover under" BIPA. [433]

Consumer class actions were the second primary category of BIPA cases facing courts this year. There have been two major issues arising out of consumer-driven litigation recently: (1) Article III standing; and (2) the photograph exception of BIPA. Several court opinions in 2017 addressed these issues and will likely affect plaintiffs' litigation strategies moving forward.

First is the matter of Article III standing. Our 2016 Year-End Update described defendant's motion to dismiss in In re Facebook Biometric Information Privacy Litigation, a suit in which plaintiffs alleged
that Facebook's facial recognition and photo tagging system violated the Illinois BIPA. Facebook argued that plaintiffs had not suffered a concrete harm sufficient to establish Article III standing. The court stayed Facebook's motion pending the Ninth Circuit's decision on remand in *Robins v. Spokeo, Inc.* The court heard oral argument in November 2017 after that *Spokeo* decision came down, but has not yet issued a ruling.

Meanwhile, in November, the Second Circuit affirmed dismissal of the complaint in *Santana v. Take-Two Interactive Software, Inc.* on the ground that plaintiffs, consumers of a video game that used facial recognition technology to create life-like player personas, alleged harms that were merely procedural, and did not show a "risk of real harm" under *Spokeo* absent allegations that the company was misusing the collected biometric information. This decision will likely make it difficult, at least in the Second Circuit, for consumer plaintiffs to bring class actions for mere procedural violations of BIPA.

The second key issue impacting consumer class actions this year was whether BIPA covers the practice of scanning facial features from digital photographs; specifically, whether such scanning technologies are excluded from BIPA's protection of "biometric identifiers" under the statute's exception for "photographs." In 2016, in *Facebook*, the court held that this alleged conduct did not fall under the photographs exception, reasoning that the term "photographs" is listed along with other "low-tech" categories of data in the statute—such as writing samples and physical descriptions—and thus was only intended to refer to "paper prints of photographs, not digitized images."

In 2017, the Northern District of Illinois reached a similar conclusion about facial scanning technologies, but under a different analysis. In *Rivera v. Google, Inc.*, plaintiffs alleged that Google extracted biometric identifiers from digitized photographs without users' consent. Google argued in its motion to dismiss that the statute did not regulate biometric data derived from these photograph based on a plain reading of the exception. The judge rejected Google's argument, reasoning that although the photographs exception did excuse Google's storage of the photographs themselves, it did not cover the collection of face geometry data derived therefrom. Furthermore, the judge wrote, there was nothing in the text of the legislation to suggest that biometric identifiers must be derived from a person in real time. Google has since appealed the district court's decision.

H. Internet of Things and Device Hacking

The Internet of Things ("IoT") is continuously expanding as traditional devices are becoming increasingly "smart" and connected. Throughout 2017, corresponding with an increase in the IoT, there was an increase in regulatory guidance and regulatory and private actions related to smart and connected devices.

1. Connected and Autonomous Vehicles

Concerns about security breaches and privacy violations related to self-driving and other automobile software have played an important role during recent legislative developments in this area. The House passed the Safely Ensuring Lives Future Deployment and Research in Vehicle Evolution, or SELF DRIVE, Act on September 6, 2017. [434] The bill largely allows automakers to set their own cybersecurity standards, including a plan to deal with "reasonably foreseeable vulnerabilities" in their
On October 4, 2017, the Senate approved its own version of the bill, the American Vision for Safer Transportation through Advancement of Revolutionary Technologies ("AV START") Act. A recent amendment requires that manufacturers develop, maintain, and execute a written plan for identifying and reducing cybersecurity risks to the motor vehicle safety of automated vehicles. The Senate Commerce Committee plans to hold a hearing on self-driving and other auto technologies on January 24, 2018. For further detail, please see our 2017 client alert Accelerating Progress Toward a Long-Awaited Federal Regulatory Framework for Autonomous Vehicles in the United States.

On June 28, 2017, the FTC and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration ("NHTSA") hosted a workshop to examine the consumer privacy and security issues posed by automated and connected cars among industry representatives, consumer advocates, academics, and government officials. In her opening remarks, Acting FTC Chairman Maureen Ohlhausen emphasized the potential benefits of connected cars and stressed that while the FTC would use its enforcement powers under the FTC Act, its approach would be one of "regulatory humility”—aiming to "avoid unnecessary or duplicative regulation that could slow or stop innovation." She urged Congress to consider data security and data breach notification legislation to "strengthen the Commission's existing data security enforcement tools and require companies to notify consumers when there is a security breach." Highlighting the importance of collaboration between industry and regulators, stakeholders also pointed to self-regulatory efforts such as the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers' Privacy Principles for Vehicle Technologies and Services voluntary industry standards, which went into effect in January 2016.

Developments continued on the litigation front as well. In July 2015, Chrysler and Harmon International Industries voluntarily recalled their vehicles because the vehicle computer system ("uConnect") had design vulnerabilities that could allow hackers to take remote control of the vehicle's functions. In Flynn v. FCA US LLC, plaintiffs alleged that these vulnerabilities violated the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act and Michigan, Illinois, and Missouri state laws. In August 2017, the court dismissed all claims that possible future car-hacking could cause injury or death, but allowed plaintiffs to pursue claims that they overpaid for the vehicles in light of the alleged system vulnerabilities. On October 13, 2017, plaintiffs asked the court to certify a class of 1.4 million car owners. Automaker FCA US LLC moved for summary judgment on all plaintiffs' claims on October 5 and subsequently filed alternative motions for summary judgment against particular plaintiffs. On November 13, 2017, plaintiffs opposed these motions.

In November 2015, in Cahen v. Toyota Motor Corp., the court granted Toyota, Ford, and General Motors' motions to dismiss a class action complaint alleging, among other claims, that the vehicles' computers were vulnerable to hacking and privacy violations related to their computer software. In September 2016, plaintiffs appealed to the Ninth Circuit, arguing that the district court erred in holding that plaintiffs failed to establish standing to assert their claims. On December 21, 2017, the Ninth Circuit affirmed the district court's dismissal, noting that the alleged risks and defects were speculative and that plaintiffs had not pleaded sufficient facts demonstrating how the aggregate collection and storage of non-individually identifiable driving history and vehicle performance data caused an actual injury.
2. Routers, Cloud Storage, and Connected Cameras

On January 5, 2017, the FTC sued D-Link, a provider of wireless routers and IP-connected cameras, in the Northern District of California for alleged violations of the FTC Act. As outlined in our 2016 Year-End Update, the FTC alleged that D-Link engaged in unfair and deceptive practices by advertising its routers and cameras as containing "Advanced Network Security," while flaws in D-Link's security allow hackers to easily access consumers' information and cameras. The complaint against D-Link alleges one count of unfairness relating to D-Link's failure to secure consumer's information and five counts of misrepresentation relating to D-Link's advertising and statements that its routers and internet cameras are secure. On September 19, 2017, the court dismissed the FTC's unfairness claim and two of the misrepresentation claims under Section 5 of the FTC Act. The district court ruled that, in the absence of a breach, the FTC had failed to allege that device security flaws caused or were likely to cause substantial consumer harm, and that two misrepresentation claims, which centered on alleged misrepresentations in promotional materials for IP cameras and graphic user interfaces ("GUI"s) for routers, lacked specificity as to the deceptive conduct alleged. The district court allowed the remaining three misrepresentation claims to continue.

3. Smart TVs

Private actions against smart television manufacturers have continued at pace along with the rapid growth of consumer demand for the devices. In the most prominent case, plaintiffs alleged that Vizio violated the VPPA and the ECPA by using their televisions to secretly collect, and distribute to advertisers, information on customer viewing habits. In July 2017, the court denied Vizio's motion to dismiss, finding that the agreement the company struck with the Federal Trade Commission and New Jersey's Attorney General was insufficient to ensure that Vizio's improper data collection would not recur. Similarly, in March 2017, a proposed class action was filed against Samsung Electronics America Inc. and its parent company Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd., claiming that smart TV devices with the capability to respond to human voices through a built-in "always on" recording device were being used by the company to intercept and record consumers' private communications inside their homes for profit, violating the New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act. The case was dismissed without prejudice on September 27, 2017.

Sling Media Inc. fared better in the Second Circuit, which in November 2017 affirmed the dismissal of a class action complaint against Sling Media that alleged deceptive business practices in connection with Sling's introduction of unwanted advertisements into its television streaming service. In a summary order, the panel affirmed the district court's holding that the complaint and proposed amendments to the complaint failed to plausibly allege a violation of New York General Business Law Section 349, because plaintiffs failed to point to any affirmative statement or omission made by Sling Media that would have misled a reasonable consumer into believing that the service would never include advertisements.
4. Smart Toys

On August 8, 2017, a proposed class action was brought against Viacom by parents of children who, while playing online games via smart phone apps, allegedly had their personal information collected and sold to advertisers. [461] Plaintiffs allege that Viacom makes and markets to children games that collect user data which is then cross-referenced with the child's activity across other apps and platforms and used for targeted advertising. [462] Plaintiffs assert violations of the federal Children's Online Privacy Protection Act and, on behalf of a California subclass, violations of the California constitutional right to privacy. [463]

5. Regulatory Guidance

On June 21, 2017, the FTC released an updated guidance document for complying with the Children's Online Privacy Protection Act ("COPPA"), which explicitly identifies connected toys and other IoT devices as being covered under COPPA. [464] The FTC then issued a clarification on October 23, 2017 that it would not take enforcement action against an operator who—without first obtaining verifiable parental consent—collected an audio file containing a child's voice solely as a replacement for written words, such as to perform a search or fulfill a verbal instruction or request (provided the audio that was sought did not contain personal information), and only maintained the file for the brief time necessary for that purpose. [465] The privacy and data security risks for emerging and novel connected devices were further emphasized when, in July 2017, the FBI warned consumers that internet-connected toys present privacy and safety risks for children. [466]

The FTC has identified IoT as a privacy enforcement priority and has taken several actions against IoT manufacturers. [467] In addition to the private actions against Vizio described above, the FTC also brought an enforcement action against Vizio, asserting that the company had violated the unfairness and deception prongs of Section 5 of the FTC Act and that Vizio's actions caused or were likely to cause "substantial injury" to consumers. [468] In February 2017, Vizio agreed to pay a $2.2 million fine to resolve allegations by the FTC and the New Jersey Attorney General. [469] In addition to the fine, the agreement also required Vizio to obtain affirmative express consent prior to collecting any consumer data. [470]

The rapid adoption of internet-connected devices has spurred action on international as well as state level. The European Union Agency for Network and Information Security has joined several semiconductor makers in calling for baseline privacy and cybersecurity requirements for connected devices. [471] The proposed requirements include certification and labeling of trusted devices. [472] States also continue to explore new legislation to address this issue. One of a number of bills pending in state legislatures is California's SB-327. [473] If passed, it would require disclosure to consumers of the extent to which "connected devices" are capable of collecting biometric data. [474]
I. Civil Litigation: Cybersecurity Insurance

1. State of the Market

Although still a nascent industry, the cybersecurity insurance market is expected to experience massive growth throughout 2018. [475] This anticipated market expansion is based on persistent cyber threats and new state, federal, and international regulatory schemes. [476]

This cybersecurity regulatory fabric includes the already complex web of individual state regulations, as well as a new federal regulatory agency and the European Union's General Data Protection Regulation ("GDPR"). Several states—including New York, [477] California, Illinois, Colorado, and Maryland—already contribute to the vast web of regulatory requirements. [478] For example, as discussed above, a series of class action lawsuits have arisen from Illinois' Biometric Information Privacy Act ("BIPA"), 740 ILCS 14/1, et seq., presenting new questions for insurers on how cyber liability insurance policies relate to these actions. [479]

The regulation expansion will not only yield industry growth, but will also present significant challenges for insurance companies catering to this complex regulatory landscape. [480] Ultimately, recent figures estimate that "total annual cyber premiums are expected to rise from $2.5 billion in 2017 to $10 billion by 2020." [481]

2. State of the Law – Key Cases


One frequently recurring debate in this year's cases was whether computer fraud insurance provisions covered variations in hacking, intrusions, or cyber-fraud schemes. The Ninth, Sixth, and Second Circuits all heard arguments or decided cases on these issues.

Although each decision depended heavily on the precise wording of an individual insurance policy, several courts held that computer fraud coverage did not apply to email spoofing schemes where the policy holder voluntarily wired money. For example, in Taylor Lieberman v. Federal Insurance Co., the Ninth Circuit held that a policy's coverage for computer fraud did not apply when wire transfers were made in response to a hacker who was masquerading as a client. [482] The court rejected the plaintiff's claims that the fraudulent email constituted an unauthorized entry or trespass into the plaintiff's computer system. [483] The Sixth Circuit recently heard arguments on the scope of a computer fraud policy as well in American Tooling Center, Inc. v. Travelers Casualty and Surety Company of America. [484] The litigation was triggered after plaintiff, a tool manufacturer, received an email from a cyber-attacker posing as a vendor and requesting payment. [485] The plaintiff wired the cyber fraudsters $800,000 as a result of the sham. [486] When the insurance company denied coverage, the tooling manufacturer sued. The district court granted summary judgment for the insurance company, reasoning that, "[a]lthough fraudulent emails were used to impersonate a vendor and dupe [the plaintiff] into making a transfer of funds, such emails do not constitute the 'use of any computer to fraudulently cause a transfer.'" [487] Relying on the Ninth Circuit's reasoning, the district court adopted the interpretation that the phrase "fraudulently cause a transfer" required the "unauthorized transfer of funds." [488] The
district court therefore concluded that plaintiff did not "suffer a 'direct loss' that was 'directly caused by computer fraud.'" [489] On appeal, petitioner contended that such intervening steps should not be dispositive of the analysis when use of a computer is at the heart of the fraud. [490]

The Second Circuit heard arguments in November 2017 in a very similar case, Medidata Solutions, Inc. v. Federal Insurance Co. [491] Cybercriminals spoofed the email account of the company's president, resulting in the wiring of $4.7 million from the plaintiff to the cybercriminals. [492] The insurance company, as in the Sixth Circuit case, disputed whether the insurance agreement's computer fraud provision covered the incident. [493] Here, however, the district court determined that the policy provided coverage for the losses. [494] The court considered that "the fraud on Medidata was achieved by entry into Medidata's email system with spoofed emails armed with a computer code that masked the thief's true identity." [495] And the losses were a direct cause of a computer violation. [496] The Medidata court distinguished the Ninth Circuit's decision in Taylor & Lieberman, reasoning that, in Medidata, "Medidata did not suffer a loss from spoofed emails sent from one of its clients," but rather "[a] thief spoofed emails armed with a computer code into the email system that Medidata used," and that "the fraud caused transfers out of Medidata's own bank account." [497] The district court therefore held that the policy did in fact cover the fraud, reasoning that the fraudster's approach in Medidata's case is the type of unauthorized, "deceitful and dishonest access" contemplated by the ruling in Universal American Corp. v. National Union Fire Insurance Co. [498] In its amicus brief on appeal, the Surety & Fidelity Association of America contended that "[outwitting of the computer system is a very different risk than misleading the insured's human employees — who have the ability to take reasonable steps to confirm the legitimacy of a wire transfer request or direction — and who then make an authorized transfer based upon such request or direction."

In a separate type of scheme, a debit card processor's system flaw allowed pre-paid debit card holders to reuse card balances multiple times. [500] The district court considered whether this scheme constituted a "computer fraud" within the meaning of the policy and under Georgia law. [501] The court held that, because the "cardholders 'used' telephones to provide responses to prompts from a computer that plaintiff owned and operated," a computer did not perpetrate the scheme. [502] The computer fraud provision therefore did not cover any losses from the scheme. [503]

b. Litigation Costs

Another significant area of contention was the coverage for data breach litigation costs. For example, the Fifth Circuit recently heard arguments in Spec's Family Partners, Ltd. v. The Hanover Insurance Co. where the plaintiff's card payment system experienced two data breaches, prompting litigation between the plaintiff and its third-party transaction service provider. [504] The plaintiff submitted claims to the defendant, its insurance company, to pay for litigation expenses. [505] Defendant refused to pay. [506] In the ensuing case, the district court considered the meaning of the "duty to defend," where plaintiff received demand letters and also instituted its own litigation vis-à-vis the third-party provider. [507] The court looked to the eight corners rule in ascertaining whether the insurer had a duty to defend. [508] That is, the court compared the words of the insurance policy with the allegations of plaintiff's complaint "to determine whether any claim asserted in the pleading is potentially within the policy's coverage." [509] Here, the policy provided that the insurer had "the right and duty to defend 'Claim,'
even if the allegations in such 'Claims' are groundless[.]" [510] The definition of a "Claim" included a written demand for damages or non-monetary relief, or "[a]ny complaint or similar pleading initiating a judicial, civil, administrative, regulatory, alternative dispute, or arbitration proceeding[.]") [511] Because the demand letters were not separate claims against plaintiff Spec's specifically, they did not meet the definition of a "claim" under the policy. [512] Moreover, the court agreed with defendant insurer that "the only claim Spec's asserted is [the third-party's] demand for indemnification based on the Merchant Agreement – which is expressly excluded from policy coverage." [513] The court therefore granted the defendant's motion for judgment on the pleadings on all grounds. [514]

In a similar matter, a hospital inadvertently sent out the private information of 20,000 patients to job applicants, triggering a lawsuit. [515] The hospital's insurer then declined to provide a defense in the underlying action because it considered its policy only excess coverage. [516] Upon removal to federal court, the hospital contended that the denial of coverage to cover its defense in the ensuing litigation constituted a breach of contract and a breach of the covenant of good faith. [517] Finally, in Innovak International, Inc. v. The Hanover Insurance Co., the district court held that an insurance company was not responsible for the defense of a database software company where the claims in the underlying action—failure to implement proper security measures—were not the type of claims covered by the insurance policy, which only covered claims for "personal and advertising injury." [518]

J. Fair Credit Reporting Act

Credit agencies and employers continued to face Fair Credit Reporting Act class action claims in 2017, which were on the rise from last year [519] despite continued uncertainty resulting from inconsistent lower-court applications of the Supreme Court's decision in Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins. [520] Enacted in 1970, the Fair Credit Reporting Act ("FCRA") promotes the accuracy, fairness, and privacy of consumer information in the files of consumer reporting agencies and protects consumers from the willful and/or negligent inclusion of inaccurate information in their background check reports. [521] The FCRA provides for penalties of up to $1000 per "willful" violation, actual damages for negligent violations, punitive damages, and attorney's fees. [522]

A substantial verdict against TransUnion awarded this year may spur further litigation regarding the accuracy of credit agency reporting. [523] In June 2017, a California jury awarded $60 million in statutory and punitive damages to a class of more than 8,000 members claiming TransUnion hindered their ability to obtain credit and adversely affected other eligibility decisions by unreasonably linking them with similarly named terrorists and criminals from a government watch list and failing to properly notify them of their rights once discovered. [524] TransUnion has since filed a notice of appeal to the Ninth Circuit. [525]

Meanwhile, courts remain split on how to interpret the FCRA's requirement of "maximum possible accuracy" in credit reports. [526] In an August 2017 ruling, the Eleventh Circuit, in dicta, agreed with the Fourth, Fifth, and D.C. Circuit Courts that the standard requires "information that is both technically accurate and not misleading or incomplete," whereas some courts, including District Courts in Maryland, Connecticut and the Northern District of Alabama, have ruled that the standard requires only that credit reporting agencies report information that is "technically accurate." [527] The Eleventh Circuit
explained that the difference between the two standards is like "the difference between report[ing] that a person was 'involved' in a credit card scam and report[ing] that he was in fact one of the victims of the scam." [528]

Also increasing in frequency are class action suits alleging that employers ran background checks on prospective hires without prior expressed, written consent in "a document that consists solely of the disclosure," as required by the FCRA. [529] With mixed success so far, plaintiffs have pursued litigation against, among others, Amazon, [530] Wells Fargo, [531] Michaels Stores, [532] and Home Depot [533] this year. Many of these cases involve online employment applications that include pages containing FCRA disclosures, putting at issue how to interpret the statute's definition of "a document that consists solely of the disclosure" in a world where more companies are turning to web-based forms. However, while some cases are proceeding, other courts, in light of Spokeo, have been dismissing similar suits for the lack of an injury sufficient to confer Article III standing.

III. Government Data Collection

Unsurprisingly, this past year has witnessed continued friction between tech companies and privacy advocates, on the one hand, and law-enforcement and national security entities on the other. Two major decisions are expected from the Supreme Court in the coming months, both addressing the scope of the government's powers under the Stored Communications Act. These cases are described in greater detail below. One major debate in 2017, over the future of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA), ended with a whimper. Although FISA was set to expire at the end of last year, it is now clear that the status quo will remain in place, if only because lawmakers could not agree about how to amend the law.

A. Challenge to Government "Gag Orders"

As we reported in our 2017 Data Privacy Outlook and Review, Microsoft Corporation sued the U.S. Department of Justice in April 2016 alleging the unconstitutionality of 18 U.S.C. §§ 2703 and 2705(b)—which permit the federal government to issue "[p]reclusion of notice" or "gag" orders preventing cloud storage companies from disclosing government warrants for seizure of user data. [534] These orders, which may last "for such period as the court deems appropriate," must be issued upon application by a government agency if a court finds "reason to believe" that disclosure of the warrant at issue will endanger public safety, jeopardize an ongoing investigation, or unduly delay trial. [535] Microsoft stated that it had received over 3,250 such orders in the 20 months ending in May 2016. [536]

A number of organizations filed amicus briefs in support of Microsoft, including a group of law professors represented in part by Gibson Dunn; [537] civil liberties organizations such as the Electronic Frontier Foundation; [538] news organizations, including the Associated Press and Fox News; [539] and technology companies, including Apple and Mozilla. [540]

In February 2017, the District Court for the Western District of Washington partially denied the government's motion to dismiss Microsoft's claims, finding that the gag orders' indefinite limitation on Microsoft's ability to speak about warrants issued under § 2703 was a First Amendment injury sufficient to support standing. [541] The court also found that Microsoft had sufficiently stated a claim that indefinite § 2705(b) gag orders were unconstitutional prior restraints and content-based restrictions on
speech, whether subject to a strict scrutiny analysis or a lesser standard of review. However, the court rejected Microsoft's effort to assert its customers' Fourth Amendment right against unreasonable search and seizure, finding third-party standing disfavored by the Supreme Court and the Ninth Circuit in a wide range of contexts, despite acknowledging that "some of Microsoft's customers will be practically unable to vindicate their own Fourth Amendment rights." [543]

Following the lawsuit, the Office of the Deputy Attorney General issued new guidance to federal prosecutors last October that substantially tightens requirements for obtaining protective orders under § 2705(b). Most notably, the new policy bars Department of Justice attorneys from seeking protective orders that delay notice for more than one year "[b]arring exceptional circumstances." It also requires that prosecutors explain which of the five conditions set forth in subsection (b) apply to the case at hand and seek protective orders under § 2705(b) only "when circumstances require." In response to the policy, Microsoft promptly filed an unopposed motion to voluntarily dismiss its lawsuit, in which it acknowledged that "the new Policy significantly improves DOJ practices under Section 2705(b)," and the motion was granted. [546]

B. *Carpenter v. United States* and the Collection of Cell Phone Data

On November 29, 2017, the Supreme Court heard oral argument in *Carpenter v. United States*, a case addressing another aspect of the Stored Communications Act. Specifically, the Court is considering whether the government violates the Fourth Amendment by obtaining historical cell tower location data pursuant to a court order issued under 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d) rather than a probable cause warrant. *Carpenter* is expected to test the limits of the so-called "third-party doctrine," which holds that government acquisition of information voluntarily provided to a third party—such as call records—is not a search for Fourth Amendment purposes and thus does not require a warrant.

The *Carpenter* petitioner was convicted of robbing several stores in 2010 and 2011. During its investigation, the government obtained court orders pursuant to § 2703(d) to obtain "cell site information for [petitioner's] telephone," which identified the cell towers to which petitioner's phone connected when making and receiving calls during a 127-day period encompassing the robberies. This data permitted only a rough estimation of petitioner's location at the times of the calls, but nonetheless allowed the government to place petitioner's phone in the vicinities of the robberies when they occurred. Petitioner moved to suppress the cell-site records, arguing that their acquisition without a probable cause warrant violated the Fourth Amendment, and the district court denied his motion. On appeal, the Sixth Circuit affirmed, analogizing cell tower information to "mailing addresses, phone numbers, and IP addresses"—non-content information used to "facilitate personal communications" in which a person has no reasonable expectation of privacy. In reaching its decision, the Sixth Circuit relied on two landmark third-party doctrine precedents: *Smith v. Maryland*, which held that use of a "pen register" to capture dialed telephone numbers did not implicate a reasonable expectation of privacy, and *United States v. Miller*, which held that a customer had no reasonable expectation of privacy in account statements, deposit slips, and cancelled checks held by a bank.

On appeal to the Supreme Court, the government also cites *Smith* and *Miller* in arguing that the third-party doctrine encompasses cell site data, and that its acquisition was not a Fourth Amendment search
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of petitioner. In the alternative, the government argues that if that acquisition did constitute a search, it was reasonable in light of the 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d) requirement that the government show "specific articulable facts" to support a court order and the importance of cell site records to law enforcement investigations. Petitioner argues that the retrospective acquisition of long-term cell site data is a Fourth Amendment search, analogizing it to "longer term GPS monitoring." Petitioner also urges the Court to look to the future, asserting that "the rule [the Court] adopt[s] must take account of more sophisticated systems that are already in use or development," and noting that cell site data is becoming both more precise and more voluminous.

The case has garnered significant public attention, with a variety of amici filing briefs in support of petitioner (including, among others, the Center for Democracy and Technology, the Competitive Enterprise Institute, the Electronic Privacy Information Center, the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press and a group of nineteen media organizations, a group of 42 privacy and criminal procedure scholars, and a group of 19 technology experts), the government (including, among others, the National District Attorneys Association, a group of 19 state Attorneys General, and Professor Orin Kerr), and of neither party (a group of 15 technology companies including Apple, Google, Facebook, Microsoft, Twitter, Verizon, and others).

C. Electronic Communications Privacy Act Reform Efforts

There are currently two bills pending before Congress to reform the ECPA in ways that would address the issues raised by both the Microsoft gag order litigation and the warrantless collection of geolocation data in Carpenter v. United States. The Email Privacy Act, introduced by Senators Patrick Leahy (D-Vermont), Mike Lee (R-Utah), and others on July 27, 2017, is a companion bill to the Email Privacy Act passed by the House of Representatives by voice vote in February. Most significantly, the Email Privacy Act would require law enforcement to obtain a probable cause warrant to acquire the content of all emails or other electronic communications (under 18 U.S.C. § 2703 the government can currently obtain the contents of electronic communications that are more than 180 days old via a court order).

Also on July 27, Senators Leahy and Lee introduced the ECPA Modernization Act of 2017. Like the Email Privacy Act, this bill would require a warrant for acquisition of electronic communication content, but would also add a variety of additional reforms. First, it would substantially amend 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b) by adding a requirement that a court issuing a § 2705(b) nondisclosure order find "specific articulable facts" supporting its issuance, and by limiting § 2705(b) nondisclosure orders to 90 days (extendable by one or more periods of not more than 90 days). This change would eliminate the government's ability to obtain nondisclosure orders of indefinite duration—one of the central issues identified by Microsoft in challenging § 2705(d) and addressed in the Deputy Attorney General's subsequent guidance document that generally bars "gag" orders lasting more than one year.

Second, the ECPA Modernization Act would amend 18 U.S.C. § 2703 to permit government officials to obtain "stored geolocation information" only pursuant to a warrant supported by probable cause, and would require notice to the subscriber whose geolocation information was accessed within ten days. Under current law, acquisition of stored geolocation information does not require a warrant, but
rather only a court order supported by "specific articulable facts" showing that the information is "relevant and material to an ongoing criminal investigation." The constitutionality of warrantless acquisition of this kind of information is the question currently before the Supreme Court in Carpenter v. United States.

Other significant changes proposed in the ECPA Modernization Act include requiring the government to notify a subscriber within 10 days of obtaining the contents of the subscriber's wire or electronic communications or geolocation information from a third-party cloud storage provider, and explicitly providing a suppression remedy for cloud content or stored or real-time geolocation information obtained without a warrant or otherwise in violation of the law.

A variety of research, advocacy, and technology industry groups and companies have publicly expressed support for the ECPA Modernization Act of 2017, including the Electronic Frontier Foundation, the American Civil Liberties Union, FreedomWorks, Citizens Against Government Waste, the Consumer Technology Association, the Center for Democracy and Technology, the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, and Microsoft.

D. Device Unlocking

The use of biometric security systems—such as facial recognition, fingerprint unlocking, and iris scanning—in mobile devices has become increasingly prevalent in recent years, and has received even greater attention with the introduction of Apple's Face ID technology in September 2017. While there remains some division among courts about whether police violate the Fifth Amendment by compelling a suspect to unlock an electronic device using a traditional passcode, courts have recently held—that unlocking a device using a thumbprint is not "testimonial" and thus does not implicate a suspect's Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination. There is currently no case law addressing whether the government may compel a suspect to unlock a device using facial features as opposed to a thumbprint, but the same reasoning is likely to apply. Thus, while biometric security may offer sufficient protection from intrusion by hackers, it may offer less protection against government access than traditional security measures such as passcodes or PINs. A new feature in Apple's most recent operating system iOS 11 would provide one means of addressing this concern. Pressing the power button on an iOS 11-equipped device five times in rapid succession disables biometric unlocking and thus requires a PIN or passcode to unlock it.

E. Extraterritoriality of Subpoenas and Warrants

Before the end of the 2017-18 term, the Supreme Court will determine the scope of the government's power to obtain information stored overseas under the Stored Communications Act ("SCA"). This case, now styled United States v. Microsoft, Inc., arose in December 2013, when the Southern District of New York issued a warrant under Section 2703 of the SCA requiring Microsoft to produce the contents of an email account. Microsoft filed a motion to quash, arguing that the data was stored in a server in Ireland and the warrant was an inappropriate extraterritorial application of the SCA. On April 25, 2014, the district court denied Microsoft's motion to quash, holding that a warrant under Section 2703 requires the recipient to produce all information in its possession, custody, or control, even if the
information is stored abroad. On July 14, 2016, the Second Circuit reversed and remanded on appeal. The court concluded that SCA warrants are not equivalent to subpoenas which may require the production of communications stored overseas, and further held that the case involved an extraterritorial application of the statute because the focus of the SCA is on privacy and a privacy invasion occurs where a customer's content is accessed.

The government requested rehearing en banc. On January 24, 2017, the Second Circuit denied the motion in a split four-to-four decision. The concurring opinion reiterated the view that the SCA's focus is on privacy and that the statute protects privacy at the place that data is stored. Four judges, however, authored dissents, each taking issue with a distinct aspect of Microsoft's argument. In particular, Judge Jacobs rejected Microsoft's analogy to paper documents and reasoned that it is irrelevant where the contents are stored if they are accessible in the US; Judge Cabranes found the conduct at issue to be disclosure, not access, and cautioned that the panel's decision burdened legitimate law enforcement efforts; and Judge Droney opined that there are no extraterritoriality concerns because the service provider is located domestically.

Since the Second Circuit's decision, district courts in other circuits have taken the opposing approach. The District of the District of Columbia, the Northern District of California, and the Eastern District of Pennsylvania each ordered Google to comply with SCA warrants that were directed to the contents of email accounts stored overseas. The courts found that the focus of the SCA is disclosure and that whether a service provider must produce records if it has sufficient control over the evidence, regardless of where the records are located.

On October 16, 2017, the Supreme Court granted certiorari. In its brief filed on December 6, 2017, the government first argues that the focus of Section 2703 is on the disclosure of information, not storage. Even if privacy is the focus of the provision, no search or seizure would occur in Ireland because Microsoft does not interfere with a customer's possessory interests or reasonable expectation of privacy when it gathers or moves materials in its control. Rather, any invasion to privacy would occur domestically, when Microsoft discloses information to a third party. Next, the government asserts that an SCA warrant resembles a subpoena because it is directed at a person rather than a place, and Microsoft thus must produce all documents under its control. Lastly, the government contends that its ability to collect information for legitimate law enforcement purposes should not be subject to a company's business decision of where to store its data.

On January 11, 2018, Microsoft filed its brief, in which it argues that the SCA's focus is where electronic communications are stored and that a search and seizure occurs in the jurisdiction of the storage. Thus, according to Microsoft, the disclosure of communications stored abroad is an impermissible extraterritorial application of the SCA. Oral argument is scheduled for February 27, 2018, and a decision will likely follow this summer.

F. Collection of Records from Third-Party Cloud Providers

On December 13, 2017, the Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section of the Department of Justice issued internal guidance that instructs prosecutors to request electronic records directly from
companies and not third-party cloud service providers. Compelling information from cloud computing services may raise several complications, such as delays and the inability of the cloud provider to preserve, access, extract, and decrypt the data. The guidance permits exceptions if law enforcement believes the company is unwilling to comply, is engaged in criminal conduct, or is unable to disclose the necessary information. In response to the memorandum, Microsoft praised the policy as "a win" for cloud and enterprise customers.

G. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act Section 702

The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) was passed in 1978 and amended in 2008. FISA was enacted in order to allow the United States government to conduct electronic surveillance "to acquire foreign intelligence information." Foreign intelligence information is defined in the act as information that relates to terrorism, an attack by a foreign power, or national defense generally. The Act established a tribunal – the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court – to decide based on classified ex parte proceedings whether to approve government requests to collect data through FISA. The FISA Court famously approved the National Security Agency's PRISM Program, which allowed the agency to clandestinely collect certain data on American citizens from American internet companies, such as Google.

FISA Section 702 specifically allows the U.S. government to target the electronic communications of persons reasonably believed to be outside the United States for intelligence collection without a warrant. The data collected often includes the communications of American citizens who interact with targeted foreigners, so-called "incidental collection." Some believe FISA, including Section 702, is constitutionally sufficient in light of the need to protect U.S. national security, while others believe that the Act violates the First and Fourth Amendments to the Constitution. This controversial law was set to expire in January 2018 unless reauthorized by Congress. Both the Senate and House reauthorized Section 702 for an additional six years without any changes, and President Trump signed the bill into law on January 19.

The past year had seen numerous attempts in the House and Senate to reauthorize or overhaul FISA Section 702. Last October, the Senate Intelligence Committee voted in favor of sending the FISA Amendments Reauthorization Act of 2017 – which was said by its drafters to contain greater protections to civil liberties while maintaining FISA as a powerful tool for national security – to the full Senate. The proposed bill would have required law enforcement to obtain court approval before using information gathered about U.S. citizens in the course of conducting surveillance on foreign nationals, among other changes. Another FISA reauthorization bill, which passed through the House Intelligence Committee in December 2017 and similarly contained additional restrictions on the use of data collected about U.S. citizens, would have renewed Section 702 for four more years, to the end of 2021. However, the January 2018 reauthorization of FISA closed the book on the attempts to amend the law to include greater constitutional protections.

Congress' eleventh-hour reauthorization of FISA after months of debate generated uncertainty around the role of the Act in national defense. The debate over the constitutionality of FISA is sure to continue and may even impact the 2020 presidential election.
IV. International Regulation of Privacy and Data security

We address international developments in more detail in our separate International Cybersecurity and Data Privacy Outlook and Review, but below we highlight several international developments that are likely to have important implications for U.S companies.

A. The European Union

1. General Data Protection Regulation ("GDPR")

One of the most important and pressing issues for U.S.-based companies over the coming year is the upcoming implementation and enforcement of the GDPR. For a more complete overview, please see our recently published primer specifically on the GDPR, accessible here. But as an introduction, here is a quick run-down of some of the most salient facets of the GDPR that are relevant to U.S.-based companies.

- The GDPR requires compliance by all companies that process personal data of data subjects within the EU, regardless of whether the company is located in the EU. It also requires compliance by companies that process data related to monitoring behavior within the EU. Most international companies will therefore be subject to the GDPR.

- The GDPR establishes a high bar for ensuring that a data subject has consented voluntarily to a company's processing of the subject's personal data. A request for consent cannot be obtained through pressure and must be "clearly distinguishable" from other matters in a written agreement. The data subject has the right to withdraw consent at any time and must be informed of this right when initially granting consent. These standards are more stringent than the U.S. standards.

- If a company subject to the GDPR performs data processing that will likely entail a high risk to individual privacy rights, the company must conduct a data protection impact assessment ("DPIA"). The GDPR recommends a DPIA, in particular, when a company is using new technologies. The DPIA must include a detailed description of the processing operations, an assessment of the necessity and proportionality of the operations relative to their purpose, an assessment of the rights of the subjects, and the measures that will be implemented to protect those rights.

- The GDPR ensures that its protections will not be undermined by the transfer of data outside the EU or to international organizations that lack the protections of the GDPR. Data transfers can only take place under the GDPR's guidelines. Data transfers to the U.S. from the EU are currently permissible under the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield, discussed below, as well as under Binding Corporate Rules ("BCRs") and the use of model contractual clauses.

- It remains unclear exactly how substantial penalties under the GDPR will be after enforcement begins on May 25, 2018. Individual countries will be responsible for enforcing the GDPR within their borders, so enforcement likely will vary. Notably, the GDPR authorizes substantial
penalties for non-compliance—up to 4% of a company's annual global turnover or €20 million, whichever is greater. [637]

2. EU-U.S. Privacy Shield

As noted above, one way that a company may comply with the EU's requirements for secure data transfers is through the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield Framework. Administered in the U.S. by the Department of Commerce, the Privacy Shield allows companies to participate voluntarily by establishing a commitment to privacy compliance and self-certifying annually.

The EU-U.S. Privacy Shield has been challenged by groups in Europe that claim its protections are inadequate. But on October 18, 2017, the EU Commission published a report that established that the Privacy Shield, unlike the Safe Harbor framework that preceded it, "ensures an adequate level of protection for personal data that has been transferred from the European Union to organizations in the U.S." [638] Thus, as of this publication, the Privacy Shield stands as a valid option for companies to comply with the GDPR.

However, the Commission also noted that "the practical implementation of the Privacy Shield framework can be further improved in order to ensure that the guarantees and safeguards provided therein continue to function as intended." [639] The Commission will continue to review the adequacy of the Privacy Shield annually and has provided some recommendations for the U.S. in maintaining the Privacy Shield's adequacy. [640] For now, participation in the Privacy Shield can protect companies that perform data transfers between the EU and the U.S. But companies must be sure they actually are adhering to the Privacy Shield, and not merely paying lip service to it. Indeed, U.S. regulators at the FTC have already taken action against several companies that allegedly deceived consumers by falsely claiming participation in the Privacy Shield framework. [641]

B. China and Other International Developments

In an increasingly connected world, 2017 also saw many countries outside of the United States try to get ahead of the challenges within the cybersecurity and data protection landscape. Several international developments bear brief mention here:

- On June 1, 2017, China's Cybersecurity Law went into effect, becoming the first comprehensive Chinese law to regulate how companies manage and protect digital information. The law also imposes significant restrictions on the transfer of certain data outside of the mainland (data localization) enabling government access to such data before it is exported. [642]

Despite protests and petitions by governments and multinational companies, the implementation of the Cybersecurity Law continues to progress with the aim of regulating the behavior of many companies in protecting digital information. [643] While the stated objective is to protect personal information and individual privacy, and according to a government statement in China Daily, a state media outlet, to "effectively safeguard national cyberspace sovereignty and security," the law in effect gives the Chinese government unprecedented access to network data for essentially all companies in the business of information technology. [644] Notably, key
components of the law disproportionately affect multinationals because the data localization requirement obligates international companies to store data domestically and undergo a security assessment by supervisory authorities for important data that needs to be exported out of China. Though the law imposes more stringent rules on critical information infrastructure operators (whose information could compromise national security or public welfare) in contrast to network operators (whose information capabilities could include virtually all businesses using modern technology), the law effectively subjects a majority of companies to government oversight. As a consequence, the reality for many foreign companies is that these requirements would likely be onerous, will increase the costs of doing business in China, and will heighten the risk of exposure to industrial espionage. [645] Despite the release of additional draft guidelines meant to clarify certain provisions of the law, there is a general outlook that the law is still a work in progress, with the scope and definition still vague and uncertain. [646] Nonetheless, companies should endeavor to assess their data and information management operations to evaluate the risks of the expanding scope of the data protection law as well as their risk appetite for compliance with the Chinese government's access to their network data.

- With the growing threat of hacking and identity theft, the Personal Data Protection Commission of Singapore issued proposed advisory guidelines on November 7, 2017 for the collection and use of national registration identification numbers. The guidance, which covers a great deal of personal and biometric data, emphasized the obligations of companies to ensure policies and practices are in place to meet the obligations for data protection under the Personal Data Protection Act of 2012. The Commission is giving businesses and organizations twelve months from publication to review their processes and implement necessary changes to ensure compliance. [647]

- Several other countries, such as Australia and Turkey, also sought to address privacy issues and published important guidelines regarding procedures for deleting, destroying, and anonymizing personal data. Other countries like Argentina forged ahead with an overhaul of the country's data protection regime by publishing a draft data protection bill that would align the country's privacy laws with the GDPR requirements of the European Union. [648]

- There has also been civic engagement with the public as a number of countries solicited public comments to certain proposed regulations. For example, Canada opened up for comments a proposed regulation that would mandate reporting of privacy breaches under its Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act of 2015, while India recently issued a white paper inviting comments that would inform the legal framework for drafting a data protection bill to "ensure growth of the digital economy while keeping personal data of citizens secure and protected." [649]

V. Conclusion

We expect 2018 to be another significant year in the development and application of data privacy and cybersecurity law. As technology and data collection become more sophisticated, companies and governments will continue to explore the potential permissible uses of personal information. At the
same time, the public will continue to debate the ideal balance between the benefits of big data and concerns for privacy and security. We will be tracking these important issues in the year ahead.
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